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No, that’s not Junior Soprano
staring you down! That’s my
grandfather, my Papa Albert. He
died about a decade ago (just shy
of 90 years old), but I think about
him all the time, and I especially
am thinking about him during
this month where the theme is
giving thanks, and of course food.

I get the feeling he knew he had
“boxed out of his weight class,”
so to speak, in nabbing her.
Nonetheless they were married
happily for over 60 years and
provided a loving, respectful
template for my entire family.
I don’t think he took her for
granted even one single day.

Papa Albert was born in the
early part of the 20th century;
his dad was a poor Jewish
tailor and his mother—who
birthed six children, only
four of whom would grow
out of childhood—suffered
from what they could only
identify a hundred years ago as
melancholia, and ended up in a
sanatorium, dying young and
out of the picture.

It’s not these accomplishments
I’m most struck by in
remembering him this month,
but simply how grateful he
always seemed when a hot
plate of food was put in front
of him, as if this were a daily
miracle that never ceased
to delight and amaze him. I
can’t help but think that those
early days struggling with his
beleaguered family on Dryades
Street stayed close to him
his whole life. That kind of
simple contentment a family
meal afforded him is one of
the greatest gifts he bestowed
on his family—which now
stretches three generations
beyond him: a feeling of having
enough. I know for many of
us that can be a strange and
elusive concept, whether we’re
actually impoverished or just
feel that way.

So while not an orphan in the
strictest sense (he still had his
father and three siblings), my
grandfather grew up with daily
instability and food insecurity,
until that is, he arrived at
the Jewish Children’s Home
(where you would now find the
JCC on St. Charles Avenue).
The structure he found there
would comfort and inform him
throughout his life, whether it
was happily living in the ROTC
barracks under the stadium at
LSU, building runways in the
Pacific during World War II, or
helming a modest remodeling
business for decades.
I should also point out that he
was a doting husband to his
wife, my grandmother, Honoré.

This Thanksgiving season I
hope, dear readers, that during
this complicated holiday—
which, like most of American
culture, offers both redemption
and reckoning—you can find that
moment, if only for a moment—
of having enough, and that being
enough. —Dan Fox
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WILD WAVES
by Taylor Balkissoon

Happy Scorpio season! Scorpio is an often misunderstood sign, and its
surface association with sex, death, and secrets can lead to the accusation
that Scorpio is “too intense.” What to some may seem obsessive or overly
controlling can also be read at a higher vibration as being determined and
self-reliant. Scorpio understands the gravity of life and death, of creation
and destruction. As the sun and Mercury transit this moody, brilliant energy
until the 21st, we are being invited to examine our closest relationships and
our personal shadows in order to clear out the parts of us that might act
venomously when we feel wounded or scared. When we do this we can embrace
the positive aspects of this loyal and protective energy and experience deep
love, affection, and sensuality. After what was QUITE the Mercury retrograde
we are experiencing a great deal of forward planetary movement, indicating
swift changes both internally and externally. The new moon in Scorpio on the
4th will ask us to take an honest look at our goals and foundations, release
fear, and embrace both passion and compassion.

ARIES
This month the sun, Mars, and
Mercury will be transiting your 8th
house. The 8th house is associated
with Scorpionic concerns like
commitment, fear, sexuality, and
death. It is also associated with
the subconscious mind, and the
ways we can self-sabotage or lead
with our head rather than our gut.
As a ram, you are quite prone to
leading with your head/horns,
but this month you might feel less
aggressive and more strategic. Your
shared Mars rulership with Scorpio
comes in handy here and represents
a good opportunity to balance your
masculine and feminine sides.
Venus and Mars will form a sextile
the 22nd through 26th, invigorating
these lessons by presenting
opportunities to balance and
strengthen your most important
relationships.
TAURUS
Your sister sign Scorpio has a
great deal in common with you—
most notably keeping your circle
tight-knit, being a not-so-secret
romantic, and having a strong
desire for intimacy and trust.
As the sun, Mars, and Mercury
transit your 7th house this month,
you are being asked to integrate
the things you’ve learned about
yourself in the last six months
and apply these lessons to your
social life and partnerships.
The new moon in Scorpio is an
excellent time to establish healthy
boundaries, and the full moon in
your sign on the 19th will reward
your commitment to your own
stability, if you have been kind and
true to your word.
GEMINI
Though Scorpio and Gemini have
little in common on the surface,
there is often a strange affinity
formed between the two, due
to relational patterns of selfprotection and an unmatched
alertness to what goes on around

them. As the sun, Mars, and your
ruling planet Mercury all transit
your 6th house, you are being
asked to clean up your health and
organization habits in order to feel
more emotionally stable and able
to give to others. On the 10th, Mars
and Mercury will square Saturn,
perhaps illuminating the ways
you compromise your health and
encouraging you to find positive
ways to improve it.
CANCER
This deep, watery Scorpio season
might have you in your feels; and
though Cancer is no stranger to
strong feelings, the fixed nature
of this season and the movement
of Venus into your sister sign
Capricorn on November 5th might
have you feeling emotionally
repressed or restricted. If these
experiences do surface, it is an
opportunity to learn how you want
to release tension both within
yourself and in relation to others.
The sun, Mars, and Mercury will
be transiting your 5th house of
romance, creativity, and passion—
find new ways to connect your
creativity and emotional wellness.
LEO
While the sun, Mars, and Mercury
transit your 4th house of home,
safety, and security you might
be feeling less boisterous as the
watery depths of Scorpio season
seep into your subconscious.
Both Scorpio and Leo are fixed in
nature, and this might comfort
you as so many other planets go
direct and demand action. Fixed
energy is willing to take the
required time to make necessary
changes, and you will benefit from
strategizing and planning before
acting on your goals. The new
moon in Scorpio and the full moon
in Taurus will both affect you
stronger than others, so be wary
of energy or people that don’t
support your long-term goals for
stability and happiness.

VIRGO
Congratulations on making it
through Mercury retrograde! Last
month your ruling planet likely
wreaked some havoc, forcing you
to rewire a lot of previously-held
belief systems and behavioral
patterns. But this month, as the
sun, Mars, and Mercury transit
your 3rd house, you can reach a
new level of understanding about
your communication patterns
and the depths at which you are
willing to share with others both
emotionally and intellectually.
Towards the end of the month both
the sun and Mercury will enter
fellow mutable sign Sagittarius,
ushering in new philosophical
clarity and also FUN!

SAGITTARIUS
This month the sun, Mars, and
Mercury will be transiting your 12th
house and asking you to take stock
of your experiences over the past
year and the ways you have grown.
12th house transits are not the
easiest, but they can be incredibly
rewarding if you are attuned to your
intuition and aware of ways you can
be self-sabotaging. For Sagittarius
this can often mean taking on too
many things at once or prioritizing
a purely action-oriented notion of
freedom over the freedom that can
come from slowing down and being
still (if only for a moment). The sun
and Mercury will enter your sign
near the end of the month, bringing
clarity and excitement.

LIBRA
This month the sun, Mars, and
Mercury will be transiting your
2nd house, which on the surface
is about achieving material
security and finding time for rest
and pleasure. On a deeper level,
however, it’s an opportunity to
rectify the unstable structures
inside us. Perhaps as you start
this new cycle around the sun you
are being asked to specifically
examine the partnerships in your
life and their impact, positive or
negative, on your sense of self.
Your ruling planet Venus will be
moving into Capricorn, doubling
down on a need to be both practical
and mindful of your heart before
making commitments.

CAPRICORN
Scorpio season might feel a bit
strange for you, as the stillness of
its water and correlated emotional
depth is not exactly attuned to
your “making moves in the real
world every day” approach. The
sun will be transiting your 11th
house, highlighting the areas of life
that are rewarding once you have
achieved stability, both physically
and emotionally. Now is a great time
to invest in new friendships and work
toward collective humanitarian goals.
In addition, Venus movement into
your sign on the 5th is here to remind
you that even a certified badass is
capable of stillness and softness.

SCORPIO
Happy You season, Scorpio!
Thank you for your tenacity and
dedication to authenticity. As
you start a new cycle around the
sun, Mars’ and Mercury’s transits
through your 1st house highlight
the connection between your
willpower and communication
needs. Your passionate nature
may sometimes feel like a burden,
but now is a time to embrace it
as part of your power and be as
honest as possible with yourself
and others about your wants
and needs—and the difference
between the two. The new moon
in your sign on November 4th will
signal a change in the winds as
you replace self-negating patterns
with loving ones.
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AQUARIUS
This month the sun will be transiting
your 10th house, associated with
career, public image, and the ways
we conceive of “success.” Though
you may certainly be one to march to
the beat of your own drum, hopefully
you continue to find your individual
strengths and how they can be of
use to the collective. The new moon
on the 4th and full moon on the
19th will be particularly influential
on these capabilities in this arena.
Your ruling planet Saturn as well
as Jupiter continue to transit your
1st house (now direct), and you will
likely be particularly cognizant of
the excess in your life you are ready
to trim in order to sprout new leaves.
PISCES
Scorpio season will probably feel
lighter for you than most. As the
sun now transits your 9th house
you might be feeling freer, having
healed and let go of difficult patterns
or relationships last month. Your
fellow water sign Scorpio is here
to ground you, and meditating or
picking up new intellectual pursuits
around the new moon on the 4th
might lead to an overall deeper
sense of peace and balance. The sun
and Mercury will move into fellow
mutable sign Sagittarius at the end
of the month which, depending on
your attitude, will either feel freeing
or chaotic.
illustration by Artemesia Trapeze
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TIPS FROM THERIOT
Isabel Ryan Theriot
Hello there! Welcome to November! The month of November gets its
name from the Latin word “novem,” meaning nine. Back in Olden
Roman Times, there were only 10 months in a year, and November
was number 9 (I love the number nine, because I love nine-life-having
felines, the 9th Ward, and the 9th Ward Marching Band, amongst
other things). Romulus, the first king of Rome, came up with the
10-month calendar around the time of 738 BCE. So people have been
slinging the word November around ever since. Two more months were
eventually added to the year when the Dictator perpetuo of Rome,
Julius Caesar—aided by mathematicians and astronomers—realized
that this calendar system was majorly out of alignment. So, Julius and
his great nephew (and future emperor of Rome) Augustus, added July
and August, named after themselves. Yup! So, welcome to November!
Let’s talk (cleaning) shop!
I have mildew in my car. How
do I get rid of it?
Aw man! Mildew is a bummer.
Made up of microscopic fungal
hyphae (FEMA refers to it as
early-stage mold, but FEMA
are a bunch of dumb-ass liars,
so who knows if they’re telling
the truth?), it flies through the
air in the form of spores. When
these spores blow into a damp or
humid environment (e.g. a car in
southern Louisiana), they make
themselves right at home. Since
mildew (baby mold, according to
FEMA) chills on top of surfaces
(unlike grown-up mold, which
penetrates and holds on for dear
life), it is a lot easier to remove
and banish. Although easier
to remove than mold, it is not
great for your body. You’ll need
to wear a dust mask (you have
plenty of them; you wear them
every day), so you don’t, like,
snort it up into your proboscis.
You’ll also need rubber gloves,
baking soda, a vacuum cleaner
(as always, I recommend my boo
the Shark Navigator Lift-Away
Professional), white vinegar,
distilled water, lemon juice,
a soft-headed toothbrush, a
few rags, and the sun. Start by
sprinkling baking soda all over
the mildew; baking soda will help
to kill all of those little demon
spores. Let the baking soda sit
for about an hour. After the hour
is up, use your vacuum to suck
up the excess baking-soda-spore
residue. Now fill your spray
bottle with 1/3 white vinegar,
1/3 lemon juice, and 1/3 distilled
water. Spray a generous amount
of this mixture onto all areas of
the interior where the mildew
has been hanging out. Let this
sit for about 20 minutes. After
the 20 minutes are up, use your

soft-headed toothbrush to lightly
rub all of the mildewed areas. Not
only does this concoction help
with the eradication of mildew,
it also helps to remove any stains
left by it. Now use your rags to
soak up any remaining liquid.
After all this cleaning, you’ll want
to crank those windows down
and let your car sit in the sun
all day. The sun will, obviously,
complete the drying process, but
also its magical UV rays will help
to slay any remaining mildew.
For extra points, you can place an
air purifier in your car to help kill
any spore stragglers. Good luck!
Mice invaded my oven after
Hurricane Ida and peed all
over the inside of it. How do
I remove the mouse urine
smell from it?
Dang. Why can’t cute mice
do magical things like make
dresses for us out of the fabric
scraps lying around in our
closets? Or build their own
homes in cinder blocks that are
awash in furnishings crafted by
their cute little mice paws and
spend time with sage owls and
magical rats named Nicodemus?
Unfortunately, life is not a
fairytale; and while cute, these
little Mus musculus are often a
nuisance that nibble our food and
chew on and make nests inside of
our homes, where they poop, pee,
and reproduce. Your stove, which
is dark, warm, and filled with
crumbs, is Valhalla to those little
rodentia. Anywho, before getting
rid of the mouse pee smell, you’ll
need to get rid of the mice. I love
animals, so in my opinion you
should trap and then release
them somewhere far from your
home (think miles away). Once
the mice have been evicted, you

Mus musculus are often a nuisance
that nibble our food and chew
on and make nests inside of our
homes, where they poop, pee, and
reproduce. Your stove, which is
dark, warm, and filled with crumbs,
is Valhalla to those little rodentia.
can focus on de-stenching your
oven. First, you’ll want to clean
the oven thoroughly. Pull your
oven away from the wall, so you
can scrub away the urine and
odor-causing bacteria that has
been soaking into the floor in
that area. Start by vacuuming
any mouse poop you can see
inside the oven or on the floor.
Now remove the glide racks and
the broiler drawer. Soak them
in a mixture of hot water, Dawn
dish soap, and white vinegar.
While the racks and drawer are
soaking, fill a spray bottle with
1/3 water, 1/3 white vinegar, and
1/3 isopropyl alcohol and use
this to saturate the inside of the
stove, the area where the broiler
drawer resides, and the spot on
the floor where the stove usually
sits. While this liquid does its
Bibbidi-Bobbidi-Boo to the oven
and floor, use Dawn and a sponge
to scrub the hell out of the glide
racks and broiler drawer, then
rinse and dry them. After the
hour is up, go back to the stove
and dry it off. This next part is
ingenious: I found this tidbit
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while researching how to best
answer your question. Numerous
people who have dealt with
this particular rodent problem
swear by it. Fill two pots with ½
vinegar and ½ water and place
them in the oven to boil. First,
set the oven to the broil setting
for one hour. After the hour is
up, set the stove to 350 degrees
for another hour. The rodent pee
smell should be mostly abated
by this point, but to add a piledriver to this equation, add a few
sprigs of rosemary to the pots
and let them boil for one more
hour. This should do the trick.
P.S.—Make sure to open as many
windows and turn on as many
fans as possible; you don’t want
to choke yourself out.

Got cleaning questions? Email me:
isabel@antigravitymagazine.com
illustrations by Ben Claassen III | @dirtfarm

DIRT NERD
Ian Willson | @hotplantsnola

planet’s inherent instability, one
of the most effective meditation
techniques for overcoming
anxiety is to recognize that what
you are sitting on is connected
to the very Earth itself, or
that that thing is connected to
the Earth or that that thing is
connected to the Earth. That
something touching you is also
touching something eternal
and unshakeable, even as it is
dependably unstable.

GOING TO GROUND
Rarely has stability, from a
universal standpoint or from
an individual perspective, been
anything more than a fleeting
idea that presents itself for
mere moments at a time. And
yet stability is something we
all crave, deeply. We’ll rarely (if
ever) have it, but that only makes
us hunger for it all the more.
These last two months have
been wretched. Briefly, I thought
I was alone in this misery,
exhaustion, and instability; but,
turns out the whole world, or at
least this whole region, has been
feeling it, deeply and truly. If you
ask someone how they’re doing,
you rarely get a “good” or “great”
anymore; that once dependable
social grace has become as
elusive as the notion of stability
itself. The malaise can perhaps
be blamed on Hurricane Ida
or Mercury in retrograde or
heartache or climate exhaustion
or pandemic fatigue or just
absolutely everything that has
happened to and around us over
the last two years. But in the
end it doesn’t matter why it is, it
simply is.
The Earth itself is a monstrous
bubble of chaos, ever roiling,
ever changing, and we are having
to face that reality head-on
more and more each day as it
reacts ever more unpredictably
to centuries of our species’
ill-plotted environmental
interventions. Despite this, we
lean on it hard to hold us up.
It is the biggest thing we know
and we are all a part of it. So it
makes sense that despite the

“Grounding” or “earthing”
is the practice of standing or
sitting with your bare feet on the
ground, in the grass, touching
earth. It’s that simple, and it’s
definitely for the New Agers, but
it’s also surprisingly well-backed
by science. The science part
has to do with our body being

If this practice is too woo for
you, or you have an aversion
to grass, allergic or otherwise,
might I suggest forest bathing as
an alternative methodology for
connecting with this beautiful
entropic ever temporal ever
temporary sphere we call home.
Forest bathing is just going into
the woods and appreciating
them. That’s it. Go be somewhere
green and suck it all in, actively,
with all of your senses, just as
if you were on mushrooms.
Heck, do it on mushrooms even.
If nothing else, taking a dip in
the forest can bring your mind
into the present, and whatever
dismal path your brain has been
following can fade away into the
verdant ether around you, for
a few minutes or hours at least.
I know places of deep nature
can be hard to come by in New
Orleans, but we do have our
spots, and the city is incredibly
green and floral almost
everywhere, always and forever,
dependably, for now. That said, if
forest bathing seems too far out,

“Grounding” or “earthing”
is the practice of standing or
sitting with your bare feet
on the ground, in the grass,
touching earth. It’s that simple,
and it’s definitely for the New
Agers, but it’s also surprisingly
well-backed by science.
in direct contact with ample
electrons, and our dissociation
with these electrons sets our
body out of whack in a plethora
of ways, causing inflammation,
poor sleep, organ and tissue
disease, and, well, pretty much
any ailment. We are inherently
meant to connect with the Earth
in order to find balance in our
physical bodies. And, beyond the
science or the spirituality, y’all,
it’s just relaxing to have your
feet in the grass. In New Orleans,
where broken concrete, broken
glass, and discarded needles
abound, it can be difficult to
connect our bodies to the
turbulent sphere that is Earth; it
can be hard to “ground” around
here. Still, if some intolerable
weight is upon you I would
encourage you to find a way.

metaphorically or actually, might
I suggest sunset bathing, wherein
one appreciates our dependably
cotton candy dusky sky any
given evening, in order to have a
similar effect on the psyche. The
world is not OK, but you might
just be. For a while anyway.
Earth, grass, ground, forests. But
this is supposed to be a gardening
column. I hereby claim poetic
license by way of my vague-andopen-to-interpretation nom de
guerre, but anyway also, I was
never going to talk about grass
and forests and then not go on
to talk about gardens. In our
collective pastoral consciousness,
the garden is a place of peace. In
terms of things that humans have
built or created, it may even be a
place of peace. A garden is a place
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that has a touch of the wild in
it, but it is also a place that feels
eternal, stable, ever-shifting but
also under our control.
Gardening, like standing on
grass or sucking in forest
vibes, is a tried-and-true way
to reduce stress and anxiety,
increase inner peace, lower
blood pressure, and get some
low impact ergonomic exercise
along the way. It is also a tiny
window into the impermanence
and the void, for everything in
a garden dies; and while the
garden presents with a facade
of tranquility, it is actually ever
in flux and disharmony—insect
combating leaf inserting disease
at odds with fungus struggling
to survive on soil wherein
ant devours worm and beetle
devours root and root reaches
with futility for sparse nutrients
and fleeting water before the sun
takes it all back to the sky and
leaves the whole microverse at
odds, just waiting for another
drop of rain to sustain it all, just
like in Mad Max, that is to say,
just like our future.
A garden will give us a sense
of peace, physically, mentally.
Simultaneously, it is a perfect
representation of this unstable
world, and if we are able to
lean into that truth, and hold
both of these truths together, a
garden and what it represents
can paradoxically bring us
even more peace through this
observation. In the end, all we
can do is accept that chaos is
inevitable and there is very little
that we can change; in our lives,
in this world, in our gardens.
All we can do is learn to be OK
with that and hold on to what
we love the best that we can. Let
a garden lead us there, let it be
an illusion of stability that we
can embrace wholly, even as we
know it’s a lie.

Questions for the Dirt Nerd? Email
ian@hotplantsnursery.com.
illustrations by Rachel Speck | @tropicalgothprints
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RAISING LOUISIANA
by Erin Hall

ANTIGRAVITY Senior Editor, freelance writer, rescue dog aficionado, and
hobby baker Erin Hall previously penned the column Writing for Two, which
focused on her experience navigating pregnancy and parenthood for the first
two years of her first son’s life. She now coordinates and oversees our Raising
Louisiana column and is passionate about giving voice to the diversity of
parenting experiences. She lives in Algiers with her husband, her two young
sons, and a sweet old lady dog.

THE FIRST CUT IS THE DEEPEST
I left the hospital, my father was
rushed to my hometown ER and,
due to medical negligence, suffered
severe brain damage (he died on
my son’s one month birthday); as I
finally began to surface a bit and get
my head above water, my mother
died; then COVID-19 hit.

I’ve been told by a lot of parents of
multiple children that going from
one child to two was the worst
transition for them. Even harder
than becoming parents the first
time around. They’d joke that once
you have three, you might as well go
ahead and have four. It only seems to
get easier as your family grows, but
the one-to-two jump was torture.
As I write this column, we’re mere
weeks away from celebrating my
second son’s first birthday. With 12
months of being a two-kid household
under our belt, and nearly four years
of reflective space to look back on
raising my oldest, I can firmly say
this: Those friends were full of shit.
That Was Then
Don’t get me wrong. For many
people, that statement is probably
true. The adjustment to juggling the
needs of two children is challenging.
But my second son’s infancy has
been a completely different ballgame
from my oldest son’s first two years
of life, and it all comes down to one
thing—mental health.
If you’re a longtime reader of
ANTIGRAVITY, you’re probably
familiar with the story of my
becoming a mother (see: two years
of Writing for Two columns). But if
not, here’s the CliffsNotes version:
I got pregnant unexpectedly
right after getting married to
my boyfriend of over a decade; I
had a relatively uncomplicated
pregnancy but a harrowing 41-hour
labor and delivery; I struggled with
breastfeeding and postpartum
depression in the immediate
aftermath of the birth; a week after

This is the lens through which
I parented my oldest son in his
infancy. I have spent my whole
life battling generalized anxiety
disorder, but the hole I found myself
in after Emmett’s birth was unlike
anything I had ever experienced. I
was in over my head in a big way.

time I am able to step back and
avoid being triggered by the things
he does. But I couldn’t do that for
Emmett. I wasn’t the same mother
to him that I am to Vincent. It is my
life’s greatest regret.
I know that I wasn’t well when
Emmett was young. I was in the
throes of PTSD and trying my
absolute best to not slip under the
surface of the water for good. But
was he scared of me? How I was
sweet and loving one moment and
in a rage the next? How did his little
mind interpret my mood swings?
Did he feel responsible? Sometimes I
can’t bear to put myself in his shoes.
The shame it conjures is too great.
Making Up Ground
Instead of dwelling in that place,
replaying scenes that I cannot erase
or rewrite, I am choosing every
day to wake up and be the mother
Emmett deserves. From the moment
he took his first innocent breath in
this world, I should have been his
safe place. I wasn’t always able to be.
But I am now.
I try to approach each day with
intentionality, pouring all I have

I am a good mother.
All the broken bits of
me don’t change that.
I saw a therapist. I got on meds.
But every day was still laced with
a constant state of lowkey panic
and irritability. I found myself
constantly triggered by his actions.
He would make a mess while eating
and I would struggle to remain calm.
He would wriggle and fight during
diaper changes and I would find
myself yelling (which subsequently
made him cry, of course).
I made it through those first two
years of his life on a hope and a
prayer. I tried to surround myself
with support, but I felt every
single day that he deserved better
than I could give him. As far as
I was concerned, I was broken
and everything I was doing was
breaking him.
Hindsight Hurts
I look at my younger son daily as
he cruises across the furniture,
pulling things off and strewing them
everywhere. I watch as he drops
food all over himself while gleefully
eating breakfast. And sometimes my
heart actually aches.
Because after years of therapy and
processing my anxiety, 95% of the

into both Vincent and Emmett.
Marshalling the patience of the
saints. Leading with gentleness as
much as humanly possible. I feel
like it’s the least I can do to right the
wrong I feel I did.
Having two children has also given
me a powerful dose of perspective.
I obsessed over Emmett’s sleep
schedule to the point of rigidity.
I let people convince me that
the only way he would ever sleep
through the night was if I refused
to feed him and let him cry alone in
a dark room. I’m not here to shame
sleep training, because God knows
I’m also not putting my kids in my
bed with me and nursing them
around the clock until they’re 6.
But I feel like there was so much
severity in the way I parented
Emmett as an infant.
I was so frazzled and constantly
on edge that I lost all my softness.
Of course I enjoyed him and we
played together. I blew raspberries
on his tummy and we stacked
blocks together. He did not have a
traumatic infancy. But I also put
expectations on him that were
grossly unfair for a child of his
developmental stage.
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These days, I have a tool kit and
when I feel myself becoming
triggered, I stop and go through my
bag of tricks. I look at the situation
at hand through the eyes of a very
small human who is physiologically
not yet capable of impulse control. I
take deep breaths. I close my eyes. I
stay in the moment. It is not easy. I
still fail sometimes. But damn if I’m
not trying.
This Is Now
In some ways, having reached what
felt like my rock bottom with my
first child is a relief. I feel like I’m
not capable of being a worse mother
than I was in those early days. I’m
also working on forgiving myself and
seeing my behavior during that time
through the lens of mental health.
I did some intense EMDR sessions
with my therapist leading up to
Vincent’s birth. I was working to
heal from the disappointment and
fear that pervaded my labor and
delivery with Emmett. During one
session, my therapist asked me to
revisit the darkest part of my labor
and tell her what came up.
I’d been working with intention to
bring my mother into my second
delivery, despite her not being
physically present on this earthly
plane anymore, so when I opened
my eyes, I told my therapist that my
mother immediately came to my
mind. The twist is, she wasn’t there
for Emmett’s birth. I shared about
how badly I’d wanted my mother in
the throes of my labor with Emmett.
How I had told her not to come
because I knew she wasn’t well and
that my husband and I were going to
do this as a team.
I talked about how desperately I had
needed my mom there to hold my
hand. How I could imagine the other
members of my family saying things
like, “I knew you’d ask for the drugs”
or “Women today aren’t built to have
babies like they used to; you aren’t
strong enough.” But that I could
feel my mother holding my face in
her hands and saying, “This is not
stronger than you.”
My mother was never the same
after my father’s death. And years of
battling chronic illness had changed
her irreparably. But just a few
months before she died, we were
on a family beach trip together.
Emmett had been behaving in a
very challenging manner all day and
I was at my wit’s end with him. I lost
my cool and found myself walking
out of his room at bedtime with
both of us crying. He was 21 months
old at the time.
I went to my mother’s room to watch
TV with her and inevitably, she
could tell something was wrong. We
cont’d on pg. 40
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Not in that Number

Why aren’t we talking about the sexual assault
allegations against Saints quarterback Jameis Winston?
by Jordan Hirsch
Warning: this piece includes
descriptions of sexual assault and rape

When Jameis Winston was
the Tampa Bay Buccaneers’
quarterback and he played
against the Saints in the
Superdome, I was one of many
fans in the terrace talking shit
about him. I assumed some
of our collective animus had
to do with the sexual assault
allegations against him, but his
reception as the Saints’ starter
this year has proved me wrong.
While there’s been plenty of
skepticism about him as a player,
the credible accusations that
he raped a woman and groped
another in separate incidents
have hardly made a blip.
Local media acknowledged
Winston’s history when we (I
can’t help but refer to the team
in the first-person plural) signed
him as a backup to Drew Brees
before last season. Coverage
quickly pivoted to his value as a
player, though—he came cheap
after the Bucs let him go, and
under the tutelage of Brees and
head coach Sean Payton, might
yet become a winner. He spent
most of the year on the sideline,
where I could comfortably
ignore him. When he came off
the bench in the playoffs and
threw a touchdown I reflexively
raised my arms over my head,
then felt gross about it.
Winston’s time as a backup
in 2020 seemed to acclimate
Saints fans and media to the
sight of him in black and gold.
When he won the starting job
this summer there was no
accounting of his background
for fans getting to know him as

the new face of the team. When
I groaned about his baggage
to some friends at the start of
the season, they thought I was
referring to the game in 2017
when he instigated a fight with
Saints cornerback Marshon
Lattimore, not realizing there
was anything darker in his past.
I didn’t remember the
particulars myself so I looked
them up. When Winston was
a redshirt freshman at Florida
State University in 2012,
another student, Erica Kinsman,
accused him of rape. According
to a lawsuit she filed, Kinsman
was out drinking with friends
at a bar and left in a cab with
three men, later determined
to be Winston and two of his
teammates, Chris Casher and
Ronald Darby. Her memory
of these events was spotty—a
victim advocate she’d speak to
later that night would testify
that this could have been a
response to trauma. Kinsman
said her next clear memory
was Winston raping her in his
bedroom, her telling him to stop,
and him holding down her arms
when she tried to get away. She
said Darby came in and told
Winston to stop, but he carried
her into the bathroom, locked
the door, and held her face to the
floor until he was done. As she
gave her account to Tallahassee
police from a hospital bed a few
hours later, bruises appeared on
her arms and legs.
The New York Times detailed
how the officer handling the
case, Scott Angulo, then failed to
carry out a proper investigation,
resulting in the loss of evidence.
He didn’t look at footage from

the more than 30 security
cameras at the bar, which was
eventually taped over. He
didn’t identify Winston or the
other two players (of the three,
Kinsman recalled only Casher’s
first name). Angulo didn’t find
that Darby posted on Facebook
the day after the alleged rape,
“I feel the worst I almost felt
in my life.” Angulo also didn’t
learn that Casher recorded video
of part of Winston’s encounter
with Kinsman in his bedroom,
which he later deleted.
A month later, Kinsman said
she learned Winston’s name
when they coincidentally
enrolled in the same class at
FSU. She reported it to Angulo,
but he didn’t question Winston
or obtain a DNA sample from
him. Angulo did, however,
tell Kinsman’s lawyer that
her client would be “raked
over the coals” by FSU fans if
she pressed charges. He then
suspended the investigation
ostensibly because Kinsman
was “uncooperative,” but she
said she never dropped the case.
The accusation stayed quiet for
most of a year, but word got out
as Winston was leading FSU to
an undefeated season in 2013.
Angulo was right: Kinsman was
berated and threatened on social
media, and left the school. Some
accused her of lying to get at the
money Winston would make in
the NFL, but she reported being
raped without identifying her
assailant, and did so a season
before Winston first played for
FSU, years before he’d be eligible
to go pro—if Winston had been
charged he may have never been
offered an NFL contract.
When the news broke, the
Tallahassee Police Department
reopened their investigation. In
the meantime Winston’s lawyer
had secured statements from
Casher and Darby supporting
Winston’s claim that he had
consensual sex with Kinsman.
With no video and no witnesses,
prosecutors didn’t have a case,
though Chief Assistant State
Attorney Georgia Cappleman
told the New York Times, “I
don’t necessarily believe he’s
innocent.” She’d learned of a
second woman who quietly
sought counseling after an
upsetting sexual encounter with
Winston. The woman didn’t
consider it rape, but the incident
suggested to Cappleman that
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Kinsman’s experience could
have been part of a pattern
“rather than some type of
misunderstanding that occurred
in an isolated situation.”
Though Winston faced no
criminal charges, federal law
required FSU to “promptly”
conduct an independent
investigation. According to the
New York Times’ reporting, the
athletic department learned
of Kinsman’s allegation soon
after she identified Winston
but waited a year, until after
he delivered the 2013 national
championship, to look into
it. In a hearing, Winston
said Kinsman expressed her
consent to sex by “moaning”
and refused to answer further
questions, as did Casher and
Darby. A former judge found
insufficient evidence to meet
the burden of proof and cleared
him. (Kinsman sued FSU for
“refusing to investigate and
covering up” her allegations;
the university settled without
admitting any wrongdoing.)
Before entering the NFL,
Winston addressed team
executives at a press conference,
saying, “I want to let you all know
I know I made mistakes. I know
I have a past.” The mistakes he
copped to were relatively trifling:
taking $33 worth of crab legs and
crawfish from a store without
paying (a misunderstanding,
he said); and, at another point,
standing on a table in FSU’s
student union and shouting a line
from a viral video: “Fuck her right
in the pussy!”
Days before the draft Kinsman
filed a civil lawsuit against
Winston. At that point she
sought monetary damages
(an unspecified amount
above $15,000). If Kinsman
hoped to hinder Winston’s
earning potential, as he
alleged in a countersuit, she
failed: Tampa Bay made him
the first overall pick, and he
signed an endorsement deal
with Nike. (Kinsman and
Winston ultimately agreed to a
settlement outside of court.)
In 2016, after Winston’s first
season with the Buccaneers,
another woman accused him of
sexual assault. An Uber driver
identified in court records as
“Kate P.” said she picked up
Winston at 2 a.m., after he’d
been partying. She said he got

standing in for his character,
the conversation assumed a
twisted logic in which throwing
interceptions had a moral
valence while Kinsman’s and
Kate’s accusations did not.

into the front passenger seat
alone, shouted homophobic
slurs at pedestrians out the
window, and had her bring him
to a drive-through for some
food. While they were waiting
in line, she said, “he reached
over and he just grabbed my
crotch,” keeping his hand
pressed against her until she got
over the shock and said, “What’s
up with that?” She reported this
to Uber and told several people
about it but did not go to the
police or reveal her last name
because, as she told BuzzFeed,
she feared a backlash.
Winston denied the allegation,
suggesting he was not the person
in Kate’s passenger seat. “I
believe the driver was confused
as to the number of passengers
in the car and who was sitting
next to her,” he tweeted. The
NFL conducted an investigation
and found otherwise, reporting
that Winston violated league
policy by “touching the driver
in an inappropriate and sexual
manner without her consent.”
He was suspended for three
games. Uber investigated
too, and banned him for life.
Winston admitted no guilt
but said in a statement, “I’m
sorry to the Uber driver for
the position I put you in. It is
uncharacteristic of me and I
genuinely apologize.” He also
said he had matured since
the alleged assault, and quit
drinking alcohol.
***
Winston and the Saints stagemanaged his introduction
to New Orleans, submerging
concerns about his past in a
narrative about his capacity
to evolve as a quarterback.
The media generally followed
their lead, conflating his record
of sexual assault allegations
with his tendency to throw
interceptions, as if they
stemmed from the same impulse
control issue that could be
coached out of him. As the AP
put it, Winston “hasn’t always
been known for making the
wisest choices.” Locally, Sean
Fazende of Fox 8 News said, “He
doesn’t strike me as a bad guy,
just someone who struggled
with maturity.”
A lot of press coverage echoed
the same talking points about
Winston’s growth: he’d gotten
married, had a kid, gone vegan,

***
My partner, who moved to New
Orleans around the same time
as Brees, became a Saints fan
as he carried the team to its
post-Katrina glory. She usually
watches them play, but when
I turned on the season opener
she left the room; she couldn’t
root for the Saints with Winston
under center. I felt conflicted
but stayed put. Surely I could
cheer in good conscience for
our defense, special teams, and
running game. But as Winston
threw for five touchdowns I
realized there was no way to
leave him out of the picture.

When he came off the bench in the
playoffs and threw a touchdown
I reflexively raised my arms over
my head, then felt gross about it.
turned to God. Daring to dream,
Chris Price wrote in Biz New
Orleans that “Saints fans may
potentially be on the front row
of one of the greatest comeback
stories in sports history.”
Saints coaches and executives,
who spoke loftily about bringing
in players of “high character,”
faced no questions about
Winston’s behavior off the field.
Tampa Bay’s investment in him
signaled the acceptability of the
rape allegation, and he’d served
his suspension for the groping
incident, so, as Rod Walker
wrote in the Advocate, “That’s all
in the past now.”
Still, the Saints seemed not to
trust Winston entirely. There
was a condescending tone in
Assistant General Manager Jeff
Ireland’s remark that “It’s a
compliment to Jameis Winston
to understand where he’s at in
this world and sign a one-year
deal here, and learn behind”
Drew Brees. The next beat in
Winston’s redemption story was
the former starter humbling
himself as an understudy.
At this point the narrative
around Winston veered toward
racist tropes about the mental

fitness of Black quarterbacks. At
times both he and fellow backup
quarterback Taysom Hill—white
and relentlessly wholesome—
struggled with decision-making,
but only Winston had to be
“reeducated” (the AP again) to
curb his instincts. After deferring
to Payton, Brees, and Hill in
2020, Winston won the starting
job this year and the racially
coded critique continued. After
the Washington game in October,
Mike Jones wrote in USA
Today that Winston “remains
in the process of harnessing his
aggressive nature and developing
greater discipline.”
Through five games this season
Winston has mostly played well,
with some frustrating moments.
Online, a segment of the Who
Dat Nation assailed every bad
throw in a tone that reminded
me of the hate directed at
Aaron Brooks, the Saints’ last
Black quarterback. Yet even
low-key racist commentary
skipped over the sexual assault
allegations, opting for memes
about Winston shoplifting crab
legs, an easier subject to bring
up, perhaps, while still throwing
shade related to gluttony and
criminality. With Winston’s
performance on the field
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I started thinking of arguments
for accepting him. Shouldn’t
he be presumed innocent, and
considered in light of the history
of false accusations against
Black men for the rape of white
women? Without a doubt—he
shouldn’t have been charged
with a crime in the absence of
evidence. But in this case the
powers-that-be in Tallahassee
appeared to protect the accused,
if only to exploit his unpaid work
on the football field. In any event
I’ve learned not to rely on the
criminal justice system to make
value judgments.
Even if Winston had been
charged, I don’t think employers
should discriminate against
people with criminal records.
Should the Saints judge Winston
by his worst alleged actions,
when he was a month shy of
19 and 22, and not his conduct
of the last several years? Since
arriving in New Orleans he’s
said all the right things and won
over his teammates and coaches,
who sing his praises. More
substantively, in the aftermath
of Hurricane Ida he contacted
the mayor’s office to offer
assistance, and made several
contributions to the recovery
effort. He may have turned a
corner personally, but his good
works, unlike those of others
who could fill the role, come
with a cost: the tacit approval of
credible allegations of abuse.
cont’d on pg. 41
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FOR THE RECORD
by Marisa Clogher

It’s the word on everybody’s lips: infrastructure. Whether you’ve
lived in New Orleans one week, one year, or your whole life, you’re
no stranger to the myriad of road issues plaguing this sinking
city, including flooding, construction, and the infamous potholes.
During a City Council meeting in July, Councilmember Joseph
Giarrusso III brought out a 2 ½ inch-thick binder of emails
he’d received from residents regarding road work issues over the
previous three months. The following are excerpts from emails sent
to all City Council members from July 17, 2021, to August 17, 2021,
with all names redacted.

Over the years, there have been
several attempts at pouring
gravel into the huge potholes,
even tar at times; but in the end
the potholes always win.
I hate to pester you again, but to
my disbelief, a brand new pothole
is forming on the black top
asphalt that was installed appx. 2
months ago (late May 2021).
I’m dreading the day a passing
motorist either slams into a
parked vehicle, tree, utility post
or even a pedestrian in reaction
to this now unavoidable strip of
potholes.
I hope you enjoy your weekend.
I am so sorry to ruin it by
bringing up “POTHOLES” again.
But my car has $2900 in repairs
because of the potholes now.
The roads are in incredible
disrepair, only made worse
by the milling over a year ago.
Every single time it rains (&
floods) we have dirt and rubble
rolling around from the torn up
road. Frankly, it is embarrassing.
This project was supposed
to help, instead it has caused
damage to our home and
created flooding to our sidewalk
that didn’t previously exist.
When it rains we are ankle deep
in water entering and exiting
our home and have constant
standing water in the street
after it rains, which draws
mosquitoes. We really were
better off before the street
construction began.
Your statements are flat out
incorrect. I walked through
water up to mid shin on
Saturday. My father’s car
did have water in it. While I
appreciate your responsiveness
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on this email chain, I don’t see
that you understand that this is
an issue.
We watched the same crane
operator puncture the same
water line twice - once on the
very first day work began, and
the second time several weeks
later. We watched workers come
out to pour a portion of the
curb, only to show up a few days
later at 7am on a Saturday to
demolish a portion of said curb.
Crews came out the following
week to lay formwork for the
other curbs, only for other crews
to show up two days later to
destroy part of that framework
in order to fix the twice broken
water line… As a lifelong New
Orleanian I’ve come to expect
next to nothing out of my local
government.
Some would say you have
FAILED US. OTHERS SAY YOU
HAVE SIMPLY IGNORED US. I
SAY IT IS BOTH….

To follow up on this issue, you can
email your City councilmembers
or the mayor’s office. To submit
a public comment, follow
instructions at council.nola.gov.
Interested in reading all comments
after a meeting? You can email
your councilmember or file a public
records request.
illustration by Sadie Wiese | @s.wiese.art

The Music and Culture Coalition of New Orleans (MaCCNO) is a broad-based coalition and registered 501c3 non-profit corporation that collaborates with, organizes, and empowers
the New Orleans music and cultural community to preserve and nurture the city’s culture, to translate community vision into policy change, and to create positive economic impact.

Home
Is
Where
The
Art
Is
Ida Underlines Housing Crisis Among Cultural Practitioners
A bass player who moved in with
his girlfriend after six weeks with
no plumbing. A dancer-actress who
has to deal with a leaking roof and
lack of hot water while she recovers
from major surgery. An apartment
building full of performers and artists
who watched their living spaces
take major storm damage despite
telling their landlord for years about
problems with the building—and
now face eviction. A musician who
has, post-storm, bounced between
friends’ houses and house-sitting gigs
for the month-plus it has taken her
landlord to make repairs to the roof
and render her space livable again.
And all of them facing several weeks
of lost work and income, a risk that
gig-economy workers know is always
possible with any crisis and has
become even more acute during the
pandemic.
Hurricane Ida deeply impacted
housing and livability issues for the
cultural community, hitting in August
2021 very differently than Zeta in
October 2020, in ways beyond Ida’s
increased size and intensity. Zeta
struck in the middle of the pandemic
lockdown, while everyone was in
“pandemic hunker down” mode;
and while it caused damage and
lost opportunities, the effects were
folded into the larger forced pause
of pandemic life. By contrast, Ida hit
at a particularly vulnerable moment
in pandemic recovery, as folks were
climbing up from the depths of the
pandemic and quarantine, when gigs
were steadily returning. This poor
timing was compounded by the end of
federal unemployment benefits, the
cancellation of October festivals, and
the unease and economic contraction
caused by the Delta variant. Over and
over in community conversations,
the impression is that Hurricane
Ida has erased all the “climbing up”
folks had been able to do, leading
to a notable and pervasive sense of
exhaustion, despair, and general
grimness which reached far beyond
the actual storm damage. Housing
is just one piece of the puzzle, but
it illustrates the interlocking and
compounding stresses faced by the
cultural community.

The housing concerns that have
become clear in Ida’s aftermath are
no surprise to housing advocates,
who have been concerned for a long
time about unsustainable trends
in local housing pricing, location,
quality, bad-actor landlords, lack of
basic amenities, rising housing costs,
and more. According to Cashauna
Hill, the Executive Director of the
Louisiana Fair Housing Action Center
(LaFHAC), “For years, the City has
not prioritized the capacity to do
inspections, but more importantly,
there are no protections against
retaliation for renters who seek
repairs or report health and safety
violations. Renters who do make
those reports regularly get evicted.
You can’t have a functional code
enforcement system if anyone who

despite New Orleans having what
Hill calls “one of the most successful
rental assistance programs in the
country,” it hasn’t gone far enough.
“We still don’t have enough money to
meet the need and many people are
still waiting for assistance,” says Hill.
Now, with eviction protections
ended, many housing units rendered
at least temporarily unlivable,
and rents skyrocketing, culturaleconomy workers are faced with
shrinking options and sometimes
impossible choices, and the risk
of homelessness is high. Besides
actually being made homeless,
there is a whole other category of
folks who have to seek temporary
housing, are only able to afford
a place to live that is far from (or

With eviction protections ended, many housing units
rendered at least temporarily unlivable, and rents
skyrocketing, cultural-economy workers are faced with
shrinking options and sometimes impossible choices...
reports an issue risks being put out on
the street. This is a health and safety
issue on a good day, but it became
a crisis during and after Hurricane
Ida.” Landlords are suddenly facing
costs of repairs for damage (that in
many cases resulted from neglect),
but the negative impacts are falling
disproportionately on renters in
the form of displacement; having to
temporarily fix windows, roofs, and
other property; living with mold; and
the sheer emotional toll of all of the
above. Meanwhile, the majority of
renters had to keep paying rent for
September and October even when
their spaces were simply unlivable.
New Orleans had an affordablehousing crisis before COVID started,
let alone Ida, and the physical damage
and life-disrupting effects of the
storm brought the crisis to a breaking
point. The cultural community
reflects larger local trends, such as
New Orleans being a majority-renter
city, with added issues that come
from gig-based work and a general
lack of safety nets. Rental assistance
was one main tool for shoring up
housing stability during COVID, but

inaccessible) to places of work,
have to move in with roommates
or relatives, live in a place that
feels unsafe in the late-night hours
coming home from gigs, or otherwise
simply are unable to access a living
situation conducive to healthy living.
It is important to add here that many
L-R:need
Smith,
Gowdy
cultural practitioners
physical
space in their home to be able to
work—practice spaces for musicians,
enough space for Black Masking
Indians to lay out the pieces they
are beading, visual artists needing
space to create or store works of art,
etc. For many people in the cultural
economy, being forced to downsize
or share space can add additional
stress to the logistics of creating art
or preparing to perform.
One other important piece of the
puzzle: Anyone facing eviction as a
renter may then have the eviction
listed and counted against them
when they are next renting. This
is a much larger problem than the
cultural community or even New
Orleans, but it’s a sharp reminder
of how huge the power imbalance
is between renters and landlords,
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and the ways that a lack of resources
are often penalized or even
criminalized.
In the days after Hurricane Ida, as
concern and aid focused on the Gulf
South and Louisiana in particular,
MaCCNO was able to re-activate
our micro grant program, which had
been on hold since December 2020
due to lack of funds. (Our micro grant
application is open to anyone in the
cultural community. The intake
process is extremely low barrier, and
intended to be as simple as possible—
all that is required is a brief phone
call.) We did two rounds of “COVIDrelief” in 2020, and the round of
relief we opened in September 2021
was renamed “Ida-relief” but was
structured the same way. It was very
telling that within the 30 hours that the
application was open, we amassed a
list of nearly 600 applicants, indicating
that pretty much everyone across the
community was in need after the lost
weeks of work, displacement, and
property damage caused by the storm.
We are now fundraising and working
through this third round of micro
grants. As part of our work, we try
and amplify any other resources that
may be applicable to folks, and it has
been striking during this third round
how few resources there are. “COVID
relief,” in many cases has ended, but
the impacts of COVID have not, and
Ida brought compounding challenges.
We know a $250 micro grant
is not going to fully resolve the
compounding challenges of
damaged living spaces, neglectful or
bad-actor landlords, or spiking rents.
Many more structural and systemic
resources need to be applied to these
problems, because without stable,
safe, and affordable housing, the
cultural community of New Orleans
can’t live in New Orleans—which
means the culture can’t either.
Please see MaCCNO.com for updated
lists of aid and information for
cultural practitioners.
This space is provided to MaCCNO as a community
service and does not necessarily reflect the opinions
or editorial policies of ANTIGRAVITY.
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AGAINST THE GRAIN
Fighting the Wallace Grain Elevator in
St. John the Baptist Parish
by Chris Staudinger photos Julie Dermansky
Of all the corn that the United States
exported last year (to the tune of
$17 billion), half was handled by
grain elevators throughout the
Port of South Louisiana. Picture
it: from South Dakota to Iowa to
Pennsylvania, take about 60 billion
swaying cornstalks, and float the
harvest down the Mississippi
River to the grain elevators of St.
James, St. Charles, and St. John
the Baptist parishes. The towering
grain bunkers that receive and send
America’s grain are Oz-like in their
fortification and mystery. Each year,
they reach over the levee with long
metal arms to drop 30 million metric
tons of kernels into the deep holds
of ships bound for Mexico, Europe,
China, and Japan. If there is any
industry that is more American than
oil, it’s industrial grain.
There is cruel irony in the fact
that this flow of money and food
moves through a state in which
one in six people face hunger on
a daily basis. The only state with
higher percentages of food-insecure
residents is Mississippi (through
which much of that grain also flows).
It is, in part, the persistence of this
lopsided power dynamic that has set
off a firestorm of opposition to the
proposed addition of a new grain
elevator to this formidable network
within the Port, in a bend of the river
on the far end of the Westbank of St.
John the Baptist Parish.
The $400 million development
slated for the town of Wallace
is being pushed by a newly
established, Denver-based LLC
called Greenfield Louisiana. The
group applied for permits to build
54 grain silos along the river,
connected by a system of aerial
conveyor belts, along with a new
railroad spur and a new dock. The
operation would run 24 hours a day
and span 248 acres (the Superdome
by comparison covers 52 acres).
Some parts of the facility will only
be 100 yards from nearby homes
and about 300 feet tall—5 feet
shorter than the Statue of Liberty—
high enough that they would
effectively delay the sunrise for
Wallace residents.
Dr. Joy Banner lives in one of
those homes, right on the edge of
the development line, and she has
been organizing against the grain
elevator along with her sister Jo and
other community members since
March. “I know that grain sounds
so wholesome, and it’s farming,” she
says, acknowledging the challenge

of convincing people that a grain
elevator is something worth fighting
against. But aside from the health
effects of grain dust, of which there
are many, and the way the project
would fundamentally alter her quiet
corner of the world, Banner’s issues
with the project go deeper. “It’s the
connection between the plantations
and now us as descendant
communities. There’s this whole
history of displacement, you know,
and the fact that our ancestors were
given the scraps of land that weren’t
considered valuable,” she says, “It’s
just the same level of distrust, of
extraction, and exploitation.”
It is rare today to meet a person
as firmly rooted in a place as Joy
Banner is in Wallace. She is a
meticulous researcher, including
of her family’s history, and she
holds lifetimes’ worth of stories
and memories of her hometown, a
community of about 1,000 people.
I set out to learn about the fight

Hand-in-hand with Banner’s
knowledge of the history comes her
visceral attachment to the place:
the green of the sugarcane as you
come down off the Mississippi
River bridge and take a u-turn into
town, the texture of the okra and
tomatoes brought to her door from
a cousin’s garden, birds loud enough
to interrupt a phone call, the hum
of barge traffic on the river, and
the smells from the plants on the
other side. A north wind means the
rotting smell of sugarcane from the
Colonial Sugar refinery, where her
grandfather and great-grandfather
once worked. A more northeasterly
wind brings the smell of Noranda
Alumina and its dust which stains
white shoes and dogs’ paws dark red.
Other memories are specific
catalysts for her activism. “I have
a vivid memory of getting off the
school bus,” she says. “My parents
worked and they didn’t get off until
about 4:30 or 5, so me and my sister
would stop off to my grandparents
and have our afternoon snacks
and, you know, get a chance to
chat with my grandparents. It was
one of my favorite memories.” But
when she walked into the den one
afternoon, there was an unexpected
sight: a stranger sitting with her
grandmother and talking. The sight
of this white man from across the

“They drew up plans for their sites,
submitted them, but completely left
our streets off of them. That’s one of
the things that we argue, that they’re
literally erasing Black people. It is
literally Black erasure.”
against Greenfield, but I came
away with a much older story of
grassroots community resistance
and Black self-determination,
which Banner’s family has been an
intimate part of, in one single place,
since the 1700s.

river grew more regular, though.
“He was there almost every single
evening, that man was there!” she
says. “He knew we were a Catholic
family, and so he brought her this
plaque with praying hands. It had a
prayer on it.”

That history spans centuries, but
Banner has a way of connecting all
the tendrils. “The West Africans,”
she says, “their sense of time
always relates back to the people
that came before us. They are
embodied in who we are now, and
will be embodied in what we bring
forward.” She works as the director
of communications at the Whitney
Plantation Museum, which sits
on the same land where relatives
of hers were once enslaved. The
land surrounding the museum,
which recorded some of the highest
sugarcane yields in the region, is
still actively farmed and encircles
the streets where she and her
distant family live. (Banner spoke
to ANTIGRAVITY as a member of
the Wallace community and not on
behalf of the Whitney Plantation.)

His name was Durel Matherne,
and he was there, Banner learned,
to convince the family and others
along their quiet street to sell
their land. A Taiwanese chemical
company called Formosa Plastics
Corporation was in the process of
buying the former plantation land
next door to their property to build
a $700 million rayon pulp factory.
“They came and infiltrated our
family. They became part of our
family,” she says, and recalls her
grandparents being told, “You have
nicer houses, so we’re gonna use
those as management offices. We
won’t tear your houses down.”
Her family stayed, in part because
Formosa caved under community
opposition. It then came to light
that Durel Matherne was involved
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in a kickback scheme involving
then-Parish President Lester Millet.
In 1995, Matherne became federal
prosecutors’ star witness in a trial
that saw Millet sentenced to 57
months in federal prison. He was
found guilty of extortion, money
laundering, and racketeering
involving the Formosa land transfer.
The details of the kickback scheme
are shocking, and show how the
Banner family and their neighbors
in Wallace were treated as pawns by
Millet, the most powerful official in
the parish. Court documents paint
Millet as a dogged, abusive, and
almost desperate character in his
quest to get a $200,000 cut from the
sale of the land next to the Banners’
property. “Millet,” write federal
judges in one decision, “promised
Formosa that if it purchased the
Whitney Plantation for the rayon
facility, he would use his authority to
push through the needed rezoning
and would ensure Formosa obtained
the necessary deep water access for
the facility. Millet planned to do this
by ‘convincing,’ through threats of
expropriation if necessary, owners
of property adjacent to the Whitney
(Wallace tracts) to convey their
property to Formosa.”
For Banner, there is specific power in
this memory with legal implications
today. The cozying up to her family,
complete with the plaque with
the praying hands, was Matherne
and Millet’s way of doing this
“convincing,” relying on old power
dynamics in the parish to move
people out and move in a wealthy
corporation. It has helped shape
the way Banner sees the forces that
move the contours of the land and
dictate the economic development of
the region. More than three decades
later, she looks back on the Formosa
experience and can see clearly how
the family was played. It helps her to
see—symbolically and legally—how
the community is still being played
today with the grain elevator. “We
thought we had no choice but to
sell our land because Formosa kept
winning. You know, the land got
rezoned, so we thought, yeah, we’re
gonna sell it because we’re going to be
too close to this plant, and who wants
to live next to that?” But Banner
says there was a crucial piece of
information that no one in the family
was told back then, and the same
basic fact is being withheld from the
community today: that residents
are legally entitled to buffer zones
between homes and industry.
Banner is reassured by the success
of the Formosa fight and looks to
the community who organized back
then as a model. “Even though it
did not look like we were going to
win, the community, just a couple
of community members, still
stayed strong,” she says. “And so
that’s the same thing we want to
do with this.” She tells me about
one vocal holdout of the early ‘90s

fight, Wilfred Greene, who owned
a slice of the river batture that had
been in his family since 1874 and
absolutely refused to sell, rallying
neighbors against the project. At a
“jambalaya and beer” party after
Formosa moved on, Greene spoke
about company officials, according
to The New York Times. “They came
in like carpetbaggers with bags of
money,” he said. “I had reached the
point where I was willing to lose my
property in the defense of it.”
Three decades after that fight,
much remains eerily unchanged.
For one, the fight with Formosa has
reappeared upriver in St. James
Parish, where the company set its
sights on another tract of land for
an even bigger plastics factory.
Then, shortly after the community
organized an initiative called Stop the
Wallace Grain Elevator, a stranger
from across the river showed up at
the Fee-Fo-Lay Cafe, which Jo and
Joy Banner operate in Wallace. He
is the owner of LaPlace-based Rollo
Security Services, which Banner
says has been a rare on-the-ground
advocate for the project. He told Jo
that the development would be good
for the community and that it would
be “tucked away” from the cafe and
houses. Joy tells me, “[Jo] said, ‘I’ve
looked at your plans. It’s 250 acres,
and you have structures as tall as 300
feet, how are you going to tuck that
away?’ And when he realized that she
knew what she was talking about, he
was like, ‘Oh, okay, well,” and he left.
The Banner sisters, through a
nonprofit they founded called
The Descendants Project, have
spelled out legal problems with
the grain elevator in a series of
letters to the parish government,
the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers,
and the Louisiana Department of
Natural Resources (DNR). They had
founded the organization before
the announcement of the grain
elevator as a project to reverse the
contemporary legacies of slavery
faced by descendents of enslaved
people. The letters question the
legality of the rezoning of the land,

(Left to Right) Jo and Joy Banner hold a community town hall meeting on June 7
at the Fee-Fo-Lay Cafe in Wallace to fight the proposed Wallace Grain Elevator.

considering the history of Millet’s
conviction. Banner tells me, “It was
changed to industrial as a result of
the parish president taking a bribe,
being convicted, and going to jail
for it. No one went back in and said,
‘Nope, this is not valid anymore.’”
They also claim that even with
proper zoning, the development
appears to violate a parish rule that
requires 2,000 feet of space between
residents and industry. The distance
in the plans is closer to 200 feet.
Also included in the documents are
the health effects of the grain dust,
which can contribute to respiratory
disease (as much as 8 million metric
tons of grain would be stored at the
facility at a given time). The company
would be permitted to emit 81 tons
of inhalable particulate matter and
as much as 37 tons of fine particulate
matter per year. Both categories are
fine enough to enter the lungs and
can bring toxins from surrounding
chemical plants into the bloodstream.
“Wallace,” opponents of the project
note, “is at the 99th percentile for

This Cargill grain elevator, damaged during Hurricane Ida, reflects the size and scope of these
terminals.This facility handled 9% of U.S. seaborne exports of corn, soybeans, and wheat in 2021.

cancer risk from air toxics, and 85th
percentile for respiratory hazard
health impacts” according to the EPA.
Citing the region’s disproportionate
health burdens, the United Nations
in March released a stark report
saying, “the further industrialization
of so-called ‘Cancer Alley’ in the
southern United States, known for its
pollution-emitting chemical plants,
should be halted.”
The letters also highlight a point
that sits at the heart of Banner’s
opposition to the project. Buried in
Greenfield’s permit applications were
maps that omitted Banner’s street
and others in Wallace. The Port of
South Louisiana, in its application for
federal funds to build a dock for the
site, also omitted streets in Wallace,
along with a cemetery, church, and
the Whitney Plantation Museum.
“They drew up plans for their sites,
submitted them, but completely left
our streets off of them. That’s one of
the things that we argue, that they’re
literally erasing Black people. It is
literally Black erasure,” Banner says.
When I asked which legal argument
had the best shot at stopping the
project, Banner’s answer cut more
deeply. “It comes back to what our
ancestors thought about land. When
it came down to reparations, people
said, ‘I don’t want a job that you pay
me for, I want the land.’ Because
land is independence, land is power,
land is freedom. And I think that it
all comes back to the land. If you pay
attention to your land use plan, if
you understand the way ordinances
work, and the way zoning works,
and buffer zones, and who’s buying
your land, then I think it will tell you
the plan, the designs that somebody
else has for your community. It’s a
warning sign. When you take away
people from their land, you’re taking
away their power.”
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Banner points to the fact that
the community has been denied
involvement in the decisionmaking or public hearings about
the development. The DNR
originally waived its public meeting
requirement for Greenfield but
is now reconsidering its decision
after community pushback. Parish
officials also have refused to put the
grain elevator on the public agenda
and have not responded to letters
requesting a response. Banner only
found out about Greenfield’s permit
applications when approached by
the Tulane Environmental Law
Clinic, which provides pro bono
legal counsel and now represents
Banner and other community
members. Parish councilmember
Kurt Becnel, who represents
Wallace, when contacted about the
project said, “I do not talk about the
grain elevator to no one.”
When Banner left Wallace
years ago, she earned a Ph.D. in
communications, taught business
courses for eight years, and lived in
Austin, one of the most vibrant and
fastest growing cities in the United
States; but she still came back to
Wallace. She moved home, she said,
“because I didn’t have any roots in
Austin. I didn’t have that sense of
heritage and culture that was my
own. So I felt like a transplant there.”
Living in Wallace, Banner knows her
power, much of which seems to come
from the strength of her memories
and sense of place. “I was really
fostered by my grandparents and my
grandmother, who just painted such
a rich picture of life along the river.
I didn’t realize how much that was a
part of me until I left it,” she says.
At the heart of community meetings
and protests, in the potential shadow
cont’d on pg. 40
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Longtime scene servant/champion Carl Elvers (second from right) celebrates with Suplecs after the “Fuck Cancer” benefit in his honor on Saturday, October 16 at Portside Lounge.
(Photo by Nathan Tucker)

The Revivalists play a backyard show in Bayou St. John on Sunday, October 10 as part of Fest Fest, the Krewe of Red Beans’ effort to create gigs for musicians around the city in
light of Jazz Fest’s cancellation. (Photo by Katie Sikora)
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At the Ride For Our Lives rally at Duncan Plaza on Saturday, October 9, Charlie Marcotte of Bike Uneasy carries a

ghost bike to honor those who have been killed while riding their bicycle in New Orleans. (Photo by Laura Borealis)

Alisha Stevenson-Bush (a.k.a. Baby Doll Glamour Girl), of the Original Wild Tchoupitoulas “Queen Mercy” Baby Dolls, second lines in Jackson Square in celebration of
NOLA River Fest on Saturday, October 23. The festival takes place at the Old U.S. Mint in the French Quarter and highlights the economic and cultural impacts of
the Mississippi River on the city of New Orleans. (Photo by James Cullen)
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Think Globally, Film Locally

AG Picks for the 2021

New Orleans Film Festival
by AG Staff
When the going gets tough (or stays tough), it’s time to go to the
movies! The New Orleans Film Festival returns for its 32nd year, and
we’ve rounded up some standouts to help you sift through the 170-plus
films slated for 2021. More than 60% of this year’s offerings were
filmed in the American South, but there is no shortage of global focus.
Some will serve to distract and some will force you to confront—a
valuable and necessary balance. The fest kicks off in-person this
year on November 5 and ends on November 14. In addition to inperson screenings, this year’s picks will also be available online from
November 5 to 21.
NARRATIVE FEATURES
Homebody
Joseph Sackett’s Homebody is
a pretty straightforward trans
discovery narrative. We follow
7-year-old Johnny (Tre Ryder)
who somehow transports himself
into the body of his babysitter
Melanie (Colby Minifie) whom
he idolizes. Melanie is leaving her
babysitting job soon to become
a doula, and Johnny’s inability
to accept that lands him in this
predicament. As Johnny moves
about the world in Melanie’s
body, he discovers he likes all the
parts of her body that he doesn’t
have, relishing in her feminine
qualities and how those feminine
qualities are perceived by others.
Later, Melanie and Johnny are
trapped in her body at once, their
voices talking to each other in
Melanie’s head—a stylistic choice
that’s difficult to pull off, and I’m
not sure it sticks the landing.

Buddy Guy:The Blues Chase The Blues Away

fairy tales, a villain remained a
stone’s throw away. In 2018, the
New York Times published an
exposé on the school’s founder
Mike Landry, which revealed
allegations of abuse, transcript
fraud, and the inspiring refrain
on college admissions essays
of, “My father was never in
my life, my grandmother on
a fixed income raised me,
but I managed to keep a 4.0
GPA and found a volunteer

Dan Chen follows a small group
of seniors as they struggle to
face the reality of the school’s
standing and redefine success.
Juxtaposed against the “Varsity
Blues” college admissions
scandal of 2019, Landry proves
to be a microcosm on the wide
spectrum of a greatly flawed
education system. (Saturday,
November 6 and Saturday,
November 13 at AMC Elmwood
Palace) —Jamilla Webb

There are many heartwarming
moments, including a shot that
bridges a previous gulf between
Johnny and his mother. The film
doesn’t go much further than
being heartwarming, though
maybe heartwarming is enough.
(Sunday, November 7 at Broad
Theater) —Marisa Clogher
DOCUMENTARY
FEATURES
Accepted
Known for sending low income
and working class Black students
to Ivy League universities,
TM Landry College Prep set
itself apart as the Cinderella of
educational institutions. A small
unaccredited private school in
Breaux Bridge, Landry garnered
national attention as word of
100% college acceptance rates
and viral videos of Ivy League
acceptance celebrations spread
like wildfire. However, like all

The Bengali

organization for fatherless
children”—stereotypes that
made predominantly white
institutions (PWIs) eager
to admit and diversify their
student body with minority
students who were the poster
children of resilience despite
the odds. As the fairy tale
unravels and enrollment at the
school plumments, director
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The Bengali
The Bengali is a poignant story
of family and homecoming,
and the lengths people will go
to fully grasp their identities
from root to branch. IndianAmerican filmmaker Kavery
Kaul follows the Black New
Orleanian writer Fatima Shaik
on her journey to India to
see the home of her Indian

Homebody

grandfather, Shaik Mohammed
Musa. Growing up in the 7th
Ward, her grandfather was a
popular character of family
legends; and while the family
was deeply rooted in Black
life in New Orleans, they all
shared the dream that one day
they might travel together
to India. When Hurricane
Katrina took everything from
family members—from their
homes to the heirlooms that
represented the last remaining
ancestral connection to India—
Shaik sought an opportunity to
broaden her kinship circle in
the wake of her community’s
loss. Kaul goes on the journey
alongside her, translating
the disappointing verdicts of
Bengali recordkeepers on her
frustrating search through
the archives, and the curious
questions from the villagers in
her grandfather’s home region.
Melding beautiful footage of
New Orleans and India, The
Bengali brings to life both the
complex historical realities
of the people who made new
lives in New Orleans, and the
intercontinental connections
that remain alive for those
who seek them out. (Tuesday,
November 9 at The Broadside
and Saturday, November 13 at
Broad Theater) —Holly Devon
Betye Saar
Whether or not you’ve
encountered the exquisite
art of Betye Saar before, this
full immersion into her life
and work is a treat for the
senses and the soul. At 95
years old, Betye Saar is one
of America’s oldest and most
illustrious artists, and as this

documentary shows, she is
very much still working. The
film follows Saar from her Los
Angeles home to her Laurel
Canyon studio, where she
energetically applies herself to
the assemblage art for which
she is so well known—proof
that when she says she wants
to keep making art until she
breathes her last breath,
she means it. Ostensibly,
the narrative arc of the film
is shaped by the late but
widespread recognition Saar
has recently received by top
tier institutions like MoMA
and LACMA, pointing out the
lengths a Black female artist
has had to go in order to get
art world airtime typically
dominated by white men. As
one Black artist interviewed
by the filmmakers puts it,
“we’ve had enough Andy
Warhol retrospectives—he has
plenty of contemporaries that
it’s time we heard from.” But
while Saar is clearly enjoying
her moment in the sun,
perhaps the most inspiring
takeaway from the film is how
little she has allowed outside
recognition (or lack thereof )
to shape her life and art. Every
piece showcased in the film is
absolutely luminous with her
own internal vision. Saar has
spent a lifetime collecting old,
well-loved objects from around
the world to give them a new
meaning that touches the
eternal. As one of the curators
interviewed says, “A lot of
current art is about beauty, but
beauty is fleeting... Betye Saar
puts a mirror on society for
forever.” Her work is political,
magical, curious, and always

true to herself, so when you
hear her oft-repeated tagline,
“Make better art!” her living
example makes you want to do
just that. (Saturday, November
6 and Thursday, November 11 at
Broad Theater) —Holly Devon
Buddy Guy: The Blues
Chase The Blues Away
This is Buddy Guy’s story
straight from the blues man’s
mouth. He recounts his journey
from a hardworking childhood
under sharecropper parents
in Lettsworth, Louisiana, all
the way to being a featured
performer in front of the
Obamas at the White House.
The often turbulent journey in
between shaped not only Guy
himself but his piercing guitar
playing, one of the most iconic
sounds in electric blues music.
His playing continues to inspire
musicians decades after the likes
of The Rolling Stones and Stevie
Ray Vaughan dug deep into
his records. This documentary
draws upon insights from a few
guitarists, such as John Mayer
and Gary Clark Jr. However, the
filmmakers wisely recognize
that this is Guy’s story to tell
and don’t rely too heavily on
talking heads like Eric Clapton.
While much of the documentary
focuses on Guy’s life after his
big move to Chicago, he does
provide some valuable insight
into his seminal years in
Louisiana, including the heavy
influence of New Orleans’ own
Guitar Slim. From start to finish,
this documentary is a testament
to one of the last living blues
greats. (Saturday, November 6 at
AMC Elmwood Palace)
—William Archambeault
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NARRATIVE SHORTS
Al-Sit
Al-Sit is the story of a proposed
marriage between Nafisa, a
young Sudanese girl who has
never left her village, and
a dashingly-attired young
male heir to a textile factory,
whose family originated from
the same village generations
earlier but are now modern
business people living in Qatar.
Nafisa watches alongside the
audience as he and her family
decide her fate. The would-be
groom, a macroeconomic true
believer, makes it clear that
his primary interest is in her
father’s cotton, and Nafisa’s
parents seem delighted by the
prosperity he dangles before
them. But Al-Sit, an ancient
old woman holding a spindle
of cotton in her hand like one
of the Greek fates—and who
tradition holds must approve
of all village marriages—sees
in him the obliteration of the
village’s traditional way of life
through Western notions of
progress, and thus opposes the
marriage. Though supposedly it
is her wedding being discussed,
for the adults in her life Nafisa’s
future seems to be more about
them than it is about her. But
the film never neglects its
15-year-old subject. Her silent
perceptions and desires bring
the film to life, and her view of
the infinite possibilities this
crossroads represents allows
the film to transcend the
material plane where Nafisa’s
wedding is being negotiated.
Though its 20-minute running
time means Al-Sit is technically
a short film, its thematic depth

and power leaves you feeling
by the end that you have lived
through centuries since the film
began. (Tuesday, November 9 at
Broad Theater) —Holly Devon
The Binding of Itzik
In Anika Benkov’s short, a
classic tale of catfishing gets a
Hasidic twist. Its protagonist
is Itzik, an aging bachelor
from a Brooklyn orthodox
community who rehabilitates
the book bindings of antique
Judaic volumes. One day,
while looking for book binding
materials on Craigslist, Itzik
stumbles across an ad for a
woman looking to fulfill a
submissive bonding fantasy.
Itzik responds under the name
of Serena, and the two forge a
connection that is as tender as
it is raunchy. Living with his
married brother and his family,
Itzik struggles to carve out
his own place in a world that
is forever trying to force him
to assimilate. His sister-inlaw is determined to find him
a wife, his brother dismisses
his work—but while talking to
MeatMaster500 he can reveal
parts of himself that he spends
the rest of his life trying to
hide. While The Binding of Itzik
is occasionally melancholy, it’s
also charming and surprisingly
funny—the film never takes
itself so seriously that it can’t
see the humor of a man in
payes (Hasidic side curls) and
a kippah discussing BDSM
while his orthodox sister-inlaw comes in and out of the
frame with a vacuum cleaner.
At its essence, however, the
film is about a courageous act
of self-discovery, and you’ll be
rooting for Itzik all the way
through. (Saturday, November
6 at Broad Theater and Sunday,
November 7 at AMC Elmwood
Palace) —Holly Devon
Cold Wall (冷墙)
Cold Wall takes its time
revealing the real story it’s
telling you. Directed by Lilly
Hu, it opens on a teenage girl
having a miscarriage in the
bathroom, while the main
character, Katie (Jiaxin An),
scurries out of the bathroom in a
panic. As the film progresses, the
audience is given more and more
details about Katie’s life and
the complications that plague
her. While I’m normally a fan
of films that don’t tie up their
loose ends—this usually feels
most honest—Cold Wall felt

Execution

incomplete. This speaks to Hu’s
success in crafting characters
that the audience can invest in
and in An’s holistic portrayal
of Katie’s fearful innocence;
but it left me wanting more,
and subsequently dissatisfied
when I didn’t receive that. Still,
this short film is worth the 19
minutes it gives you. (Sunday,
November 14 at Broad Theater)
—Marisa Clogher
Execution
Execution isn’t for the faint
of heart, but that doesn’t
mean it isn’t fun. The plot is
straightforward enough: A
group of women recite the
crimes of men—all involving
sexual assault and rape—
then subsequently execute
them through a variety of
bizarre methods. The film’s
style, however, undercuts
the extremely heavy and
nauseating subject matter
with bright colors and quirky
animations that alleviate
some of the violence: blood
going “splat!” and guns going
“bang!” while a woman in a suit
monotonously reads the men’s
crimes aloud. Each woman has
a role: one makes sandwiches,
some cry, some comfort the
crying. It’s a difficult watch,
but it maintains whimsy and
also a profound level of care.
Juxtaposed with the horrific
violence, the women care for
each other calmly and with
love. It’s a concept that could
easily feel tedious, but director
Stavit Allweis manages to find
the right balance. (Thursday,
November 11 at Broad Theater)
—Marisa Clogher

DOCUMENTARY SHORTS
Meltdown in Dixie
Take barbecue, ice cream, and
the Confederate flag, throw in
some senile Sons of Confederate
Veterans, and you’ll find yourself
in the nightmare situation
captured in the documentary
Meltdown in Dixie. Tommy
Daras, a humble ice cream
shop owner in Orangeburg,
South Carolina, finds himself
reluctantly sharing a parking
lot with a giant Confederate
flag owned by the local Sons of
Confederate Veterans chapter.
Following the catastrophic 2015
Charleston massacre—when a
young Confederate flag-waving
white supremacist shot and killed
nine Black Bible study-goers
at Emanuel African Methodist
Episcopal Church—Daras
demands that the flag come
down. Sadly, this is only a catalyst
for the Sons to double down
on their “Old South” clutches,
fighting to keep it up. In a legal
and personal firestorm, the
Daras family fights to relieve the
enormous implication of the flag
connected to their shop. No one
is spared in this documentary
that examines the role of
Confederate symbolism in 21st
century America and the lingering
racial oppression these symbols
(and systems) help perpetuate.
(Wednesday, November 10 at The
Broadside) —Danielle Dietze
Resurrection! Airto Moreira &
the Preservation Hall Jazz Band
This 21-minute short documents
what happens when a Brazilian
percussion master joins forces
with one of the longest-running
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institutions in New Orleans
jazz. During an eventful Mardi
Gras season, Airto Moreira,
known worldwide for his
collaborations with the likes of
Miles Davis and Chick Corea,
makes himself right at home
with the Preservation Hall
Jazz Band. This short mixes his
insights and experiences in New
Orleans with three different
performances with the Pres
Hall band. Their collaborations
at Preservation Hall, Congo
Square, and an intimate
rehearsal room each feel vibrant
in unique ways, showcasing the
elastic nature of the chemistry
behind this team-up. At one
point, Moreira reflects, “It takes
me back to that place I grew up:
a small town in Brazil,” firmly
reminding viewers that the
world is much smaller than we
often give credit. (Wednesday,
November 10 at Broad Theater)
—William Archambeault
Sweet Soul
While Motown was rising in
Detroit in the early 1960s,
Deep City Records, Florida’s
first Black record label, was
forging a mecca for local
musicians to cut their music
to tape without traveling out
of the South. Deep City’s first
featured artist was Helene
Smith, a warm and friendly
woman with a voice steady
as a freight train. But Smith’s
rising stardom as “Queen of
Miami Soul” was cut short of
massive success. Unwilling to
justify her career with the music
industry’s sub-par treatment
and lack of financial stability,
she traded the center stage for

Different Mardi Gras

the classroom, happily teaching
in a public elementary school.
Sweet Soul captures Smith’s
venture back into the studio
after 40 years, recording her
first original material. At the
City of Progress studio in Miami,
Smith is matched with a diverse
group of professional and skilled
musicians. More importantly,
she is surrounded by people
who treat her with respect
and patience pivotal for her to
find her voice again. A well-cut
and powerful performance by
Smith makes this documentary
short a strong reminder to
appreciate and nurture our
musical foremothers. (Monday,
November 8 at The Broadside)
—Danielle Dietze
LOUISIANA SHORTS
BABYBANGZ
Hair holds a sacred place in
Black culture and identity. Its
care requires knowledge, time,
and appreciation—a philosophy
Anastasia Ebel fosters each
day at her Mid-City salon
BABYBANGZ. Hailing from a
long New Orleanian lineage,
Ebel aspired to join the legacy
of natural hairdressers not
just to cultivate its physical
beauty but to provide a dialogue
between herself and her
cherished community. The
rejection of natural hair has
been prevalent throughout
history, with many salons
opting for heavily-processed
relaxers and chemical products
on curls. Ebel’s mission to
enhance natural hair has
earned her tremendous
trust with her clients, and

for many, has changed the
way they look at themselves.
In this documentary short,
we’re welcomed within Ebel’s
salon walls, where patrons
voice their struggles, reflect
on morphing neighborhoods,
and garner appreciation for
being—and showing—who they
are. (Sunday, November 7 at
Broad Theater and Saturday,
November 13 at AMC Elmwood
Palace) —Danielle Dietze
Bad Boy of Bonsai
Bad Boy of Bonsai is an
experimental art house short
featuring Guy Guidry, a Louisiana
bonsai aficionado. A portrait of
an unusual man with an unusual
preoccupation, the film owes
its artistry to director Alex
Moreno’s eye for detail. The
camera encounters Guidry at
sunrise, climbing into the back
of a pickup truck to scout for
trees he can transform into tiny
versions of themselves. It stays
rolling as Guidry’s voice narrates
the story of his journey to the
world of bonsai over soft ambient
background music. Moreno
sets Guidry’s rough edges (he
compares his passion for bonsai
to a drug addiction) against the
gentler elements of his intimacy
with the bonsai, and each moment
of the early morning ride seems to
reveal a new layer of his subject.
At only six minutes long, the
brilliance of the film lies in its
restraint; like the bonsai trees
Guidry loves so much, Bad Boy of
Bonsai shows the simple beauty
of scaling down. (Saturday,
November 13 at Broad Theater
and Saturday, November 13 at The
Broadside) —Holly Devon

Blue Country
Blue Country begins with a wellknown Louisiana conundrum: to
evacuate or stay as a hurricane
closes in. The decision to ride it
out is simple for the longtimer
and weathered Macon (Dane
Rhodes). “Don’t leave it to
chance,” his neighbor (Justin
Davis) warns as he finishes
assisting Macon in securing
his home for the approaching
storm. But soon, Macon is faced
with an appended decision
when a severely injured woman
surrenders herself—and her
jacket full of cash—at his
doorstep. In this suspenseful
short, your decisions can be
your detriment or your destiny.
With convincing acting, the
characters are surprising
yet believable, revealing the
messy terrain of morality and
desperation atop a natural
disaster. (Saturday, November
6 and Sunday, November 14 at
AMC Elmwood Palace)
—Danielle Dietze
Different Mardi Gras
This short documentary shows
what happens when a pandemic
shuts down the largest party
on Earth. Drone footage
across New Orleans starkly
contrasts the usual Carnival
season chaos. Barricades
stand tall on Bourbon Street
while a few people stroll down
a mostly empty Frenchmen
Street. Tom Thayer, the owner
of Frenchmen favorite d.b.a.,
reflects that Mardi Gras Day
marked 11 months since he
had to close his bar due to the
pandemic with no signs of a
certain reopening date at that
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time. Mardi Gras 2021 was a
time of uncertainty for most.
As a result, much of this footage
feels somber. Still, some held
onto their hope. A small group
dances around their car to the
tune of carnival season staple
“Hey Pocky A-Way” in front
of the Backstreet Cultural
Museum. Elsewhere, a small
group of Mardi Gras Indians go
about their signature pageantry
in front of an audience of
none. Aerial footage of house
floats reminds viewers that
many adapted and found new
ways to celebrate Carnival.
Perhaps we are too close to this
year’s celebrations to properly
appreciate this short, but this
footage will certainly be viewed
in a whole new light years
later. (Sunday, November 7 at
Broad Theater and Saturday,
November 13 at AMC Elmwood
Palace) —William Archambeault
Ghost Girl
Ghost Girl opens on Michelle
(Jamie Neumann) in the
middle of a performance art
piece, thrashing and gasping
on stage while the camera
focuses on a woman in the
audience, Ashley (Sepideh
Moafi), who ends up leaving
before the performance is over.
Their friendship is hanging on
by a thread, and the tension
between the women surfaces
quickly. The women run lines
at Ashley’s apartment for
an upcoming audition—the
character of Ghost Girl—that
Ashley has in Los Angeles.
They talk around their
frustrations with each other,
refusing to admit their real
hang-ups about the other. As
this builds, Michelle becomes
desperate, picking up the script
and aggressively reciting lines,
forcing something that isn’t
working simply for the sake of
not giving up on it. Michelle
offers brief, underhanded
support, then wraps her hands
gently around Ashley’s neck
and says, “Take it easy, Ghost
Girl” before leaving. The
performances are haunting and
claustrophobically realistic,
leaving the viewer reflecting on
the crumbling relationships of
their past and present. (Friday,
November 12 at The Broadside)
—Marisa Clogher
For more info on the 32nd New
Orleans Film Festival, check out
neworleansfilmsociety.org/festival.

Rob
Landry

Enters the
Mesopeak

by Raphael Helfand
photos Katie Sikora
Rob Landry has filled an unusual number of roles in the New Orleans DIY and
indie rock communities. He’s drummed in too many bands to easily name here,
while quietly releasing his own records on the side. He co-runs Strange Daisy
Records, a vinyl-focused label that’s grown in both size of operation and quality
of output since its 2017 inception. He’s been a reviewer and former editor for
ANTIGRAVITY—and thus, perhaps, one of the most prolific gatekeepers of
musical taste in this city. All the while, he’s been sunlighting as a writing tutor
at Delgado Community College and has recently accepted a full-time job in
the school’s writing department. His new project, Mesopeak, is a fully solo
endeavour, and its debut, self-titled album is the fruit of five years spent writing,
recording, and re-recording. It’s mathy, angsty, and a little shoe-gazy—qualities
sure to resonate with both Strange Daisy heads and newcomers to Landry’s
work. We spoke on the phone in mid-August, days before Mesopeak’s release,
about band autocracy, simple songwriting, and supermarket lines.
I’ve seen you play drums in a
million bands, but never as a
bandleader or soloist. How did
Mesopeak evolve out of your
time as a backing player?
Meso is an offshoot of this other
project I have called Astro, which
was originally Astronomical. I
basically started making Postal
Service songs on GarageBand. I
was very attached to video game
music growing up, and I used
Astronomical as a way to make the
kind of video game music I wanted
to hear. Later, I started picking up
a guitar and joining rock bands, so
at a certain point, Astronomical
went from being a computer-based
project to an emo rock band. If you
went on the Bandcamp, you’d find
the Postal Service shit from 2012,
but then the next album would be
this very ridiculous emo math rock
situation. The live version of that
band had Zach Quinn from Pears
and Evan Cvitanovic from Sexy
Dex [and the Fresh]. Around that
same time, I joined All People and
some other Com Rec [Community
Records] bands. So the full band of
Astronomical went away and I went
back to making electronic music.
With Mesopeak, I didn’t want
to write complicated math rock
songs. I wanted to flex some

songwriting skills. I wanted to play
everything on the record: I play
drums, I play bass, I play all the
guitars, and I do all the singing. I
wanted to introduce myself as a
local songwriter in New Orleans,
to show that all drummers are not
just drummers. [laughs] Astro and
Meso are also related because the
mesopeak [aka stratopause] in the
atmosphere is a space between the
stratosphere and the mesosphere.
It’s at an altitude [30 to 34 miles
above sea level] where it’s nearly
impossible for humans to breathe.
Gravity operates in an interesting
way there: Planes can’t go there,
but spaceships can’t stay dormant.
No manned aircrafts can be in the
mesopeak.
When you emailed me about
this album, you said it was the
first time you’ve ever fully
“gone Grohl.”
I really did go Grohl. These songs
took me like five years to write
because I had to think about every
aspect of them: the lyrics, the lead
lines, the drums. It was almost
like I was competing with myself.
As a drummer, I play to the guitar
player, but the guitar player’s me,
so I had to tap into a lot of layers of
my musical persona to come to an
agreement on everything.

In Mesopeak’s Bandcamp bio,
you mention how you’ve gotten
sick of the diplomacy of writing
in group settings. It sounds like
you’re saying you had some of
those same dynamics internally
while making this album.
It’s very strange. As I’m writing
the second [Mesopeak] record,
I’m like, “OK, what would my
drummer self think of this?” It’s
really interesting having those
sorts of conversations with
yourself. [laughs] But yeah, I’ve
been in so many bands where the
band writes the songs, and I’ve
just recently joined groups saying,
“Hey, I just want to play drums.
I don’t really want to contribute
to the songwriting process.”
That way, I can focus on being a
drummer instead of having to give
my two cents on every little aspect
of the song.
Some bands could use a little
more autocracy.
I really think so. Every band needs a
maestro, somebody to do the quality
control. Otherwise songs become so
segmented; the drummer needs to
have this thing and the guitar player
needs to have that thing. It ends up
feeling less authentic when bands
write as a cohort and everyone needs
to have their little piece. When
you’re writing for the greater good of
the song, there’s a lot less of that.
Now that you’ve gotten to control
every aspect of a rock album, how
would you say it ranks against
your other work, both as a soloist
and a sideman?
This record, more than anything
else I’ve done, is my baby, so I’m
apt to say it’s my best work yet; it’s
definitely the most intentional.
The process really made me
think about how, in past projects,
I’ve often competed with my
bandmates. I’ve made it difficult
for them to have their songs get
to the place where they wanted
them to be. I don’t plan to make
this project a long-lasting one. I
think I’ll just do one more record
and that’ll be it. I like change: I
love making electronic music, but
I also wanted to challenge myself
to write a rock record from start to
finish. I want songwriters in town
to be like, “Oh shit! Where the
fuck did this come from?” I want
your Neil Berthiers (even though
Neil doesn’t live here anymore)
and your Matt Sefarians—all these
people who get a lot of attention
within our scene, and rightfully so;
they’re very talented and they’ve
really stepped up the game for
songwriting in New Orleans—to
hear this record. And I also want
to encourage other musicians
who maybe haven’t thought about
writing their own songs or doing
something from scratch like this
to try it. If a drummer can do it,
I think anyone that’s picked up a
guitar can. [laughs]
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How experienced were you with
singing and playing bass and guitar
before you started this project?
I started all that with Astronomical
in 2011. So I was familiar, but I’m not
a good guitar player. I play in an open
tuning. I used maybe three or four
chords the entire record and I just
moved around the capo to change the
key of the songs. It’s not like I became
a great guitar player through this. I’m
a one-trick pony, but I have no qualms
with that. Thinking like a bass player
was the hardest thing. I like playing
bass, but I’m not very good at it. I don’t
like playing guitar; it’s very difficult for
me. But I like songwriting. That’s my
takeaway from all of this.
Are you hoping to play these
songs live with a full band?
I have a couple guys together and
we’re working on the tunes right
now: Nick Pope from Fruit Machines
and Island Days, Pat Bailey from
Static Masks and Strange Daisy,
and Michael Rivera from Hand
Out and LeTrainiump!. That’s my
supergroup. Nick helped me record
this album. I couldn’t have done
any of it without his help, without
him saying, “This is good shit, keep
doing this,” encouraging me to move
through it. I’d tried to record this
album once before, and it just wasn’t
going well. My engineer had to quit,
so I had to trash the recordings when
I was pretty deep in. I could’ve just
sent Nick some recordings I already
had, but at that time he was recording
at James Whitten’s HighTower
Recording studio, and I knew I was
going to get better recordings there.
Has it been interesting for you
being the frontman with someone
else behind the drumset?
[Laughs] You know, I think Mike
would be cool if I was really like, “No,
man, it’s gotta be exactly like this.” I
think he’s one of the only drummers
who would be; he’s very laid back. But
as a drummer—even if I’m playing
someone else’s songs—I still want to
have some kind of liberty with the
music, so I’m not really on Mike’s
butt about it. He may not play the
songs exactly as they’re recorded,
but I’m not even sure I’d want him
to. The recordings are the recordings
and they should stay that way. I don’t
want Mike to try to play like me; I
don’t think that makes sense. With
Pat and Nick, it’s a little different
because those [guitar and bass lines]
are actually the melodies of the songs,
so they have to play them exactly how
they were written. But I think Mike
should be able to lead as a drummer.
It’s kind of a social experiment to
show how much drummers actually
lead a lot of bands unknowingly.
You mentioned you use the same
open tuning the whole album.
What was your reasoning for
that, and how did you pick D, A,
E, F#, A, E?
I see a lot of beauty in simple
songwriting and simple sounds. I

think working in themes is better
than trying to be very technically
proficient. If you’re using too many
ingredients in a dish, you can
easily muddle it and make it gross.
Working with limitations allowed
me to paint the picture I wanted to
paint on this album. That specific
tuning... For a second I thought I
made it up, but I think American
Football plays in that tuning too,
and probably some other math rock
bands. I just kind of fell on it. It’s
pretty. Barely anything sounds bad.
Listening to the record, it sounds
like you also use a lot of the same
effects across tracks, both on
your voice—the double-tracked
vocals an octave apart—and
on the instruments—the super
reverby crunch guitar, for
instance. Were you trying to
make the album play like a single
long track, or a suite?
I wanted this record to be a point in
time. A lot of people don’t like that:
They’re like, “Oh, every song sounds
the same.” Well, yeah, every song
does sound the same. This album
is an album album. If you’re gonna

away from. I was thinking about that
gravity. I know that’s kind of vague,
but the lyrics on Mesopeak are all
vague! [Laughs] I think that situation
can be applied to anything, whether
it’s something as heavy as a long-term
relationship or just standing in line at
the grocery store with only one item
when the line’s really long but you
really want that candy bar or that six
pack of beer. You either have to give
up the thing you went in there for or
stand in line and do something you
don’t want to do. I wanted to write
lyrics that could be applied to very
serious moments, but also to silly
things. It’s up to the listener to apply
their own weight to it.
On that song in particular, I
heard a lot of Modest Mouse, and
on the album in general, the vibe
is sort of early-aughts alt rock
with a strong tinge of emo. What
were some formative bands for
you from that time, and were you
consciously calling back to them
with this album?
In a way. Maybe not in terms
of their melodic content, but
Modest Mouse—especially Isaac

“These songs took me like five years
to write because I had to think about
every aspect of them: the lyrics, the
lead lines, the drums. It was almost
like I was competing with myself.”
listen to it, you should listen from
start to finish. I don’t write songs
that are inherent bangers or super
catchy tracks you can listen to over
and over again without any context.
It definitely felt that way to me.
If I had to pick a favorite track,
though, it would be “Friendly
Fire.” That song feels like it
comes from an especially dark
place. You come back to the
refrain, “There is no easy way out
of this” a few times throughout
the song. Is there a specific
situation you have in mind there?
I sing in vignettes more than I sing in
any narrative way. If you look at the
lyrics... Well, actually, I didn’t include
lyrics in anything I sent out because
I don’t really like my lyrics. I come
from a place of loving instrumental
music; lyrics and vocals have always
been secondary to me. I know lyrics
are a pivotal part of pop songwriting.
Even the way Nick mixed me, it’s like
I’m singing these beautiful poems,
when really it’s just bullshit that I put
together randomly. It’s funny how
lyrics take on different meanings
every time you sing them. I don’t
even remember what those lyrics
were connected to when I wrote
them. There’s that saying, “Anything
worth doing is hard,” or something
like that. When you’re stuck in a place
you don’t want to be, it’s not easy to
get out. It’s not easy to walk away
from something that’s hard to walk

Brock—evokes a vibe that I aim for
sometimes: the aggression that’s
not nerdy like Promise Ring, for
instance, but more like a weird,
twisted, edginess. I get a little
loopy on some of these songs in a
way that’s like, “Don’t fuck with
that guy, he’s kinda crazy.” It’s
not, “Don’t fuck with him ‘cause
he’ll beat you up” or “Don’t fuck
with him ‘cause he’s macho.” It’s
just, “He’s crazy and I don’t wanna
fuck with that.” That’s what I want
my front-person persona to be: a
little crazy but not as serious as if
I were in, like, a screamo band. I
want to bring my voice to places it
definitely doesn’t need to go, but
I do it anyway. I like Duster a lot.
They make very simple, short songs.
True Widow is a huge inspiration
for me. Somebody told me that I
write really fast True Widow songs,
and I took that as a compliment.
[laughs] And then, obviously, you
have your American Footballs and
your Braids, that whole Polyvinyl
scene. Those bands have the kind
of persona I want to bring to my
songwriting. I also love this Chicago
indie math rock band Colossal that
was on Asian Man Records. They
didn’t get a whole lot of clout in the
math rock conversation, but they’re
one of my favorites. Mesopeak has a
bunch of weird time signatures, but
you wouldn’t notice it because of
cont’d on pg. 36
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thing to grow up with, but it can
apparently be fertile ground for
potent song writing.
—Will Hibert

REVIEWS
pleading guitar solo, ending the
album the way it began. (Diets
will be playing a delayed albumrelease show—thanks Ida!—at
Carnaval Lounge on November
11.) —Angela Calonder

THE PAINTED HANDS
GLOSS
(SELF-RELEASE)

DIETS
HOT SAUSAGE, POBOY
(SELF-RELEASE)
First things first: as much as
their gastronomic album titles
beg for the name “Diets’’ to
be a calorie-counting pun,
it’s pronounced “Deets.” And
with their six-song album Hot
Sausage, PoBoy (the follow-up
to 2019’s Macaroni & Squeeze),
the local soul/rock act proves
that big things come in small,
uh, packages. Sausage jokes
aside, there’s a lot going on in
the album’s 25-minute runtime.
Over a dozen local musicians
are featured, and frontman
Dustin Dietsche balances his
four original tunes with two
covers, recorded at Marigny
Studios by Rick Nelson and
mixed by Joe Kalb. The album
opens with Diets’ take on the
2007 Charles Bradley single
“The World (Is Going Up in
Flames)’’ with Dietsche wailing
away on his Telecaster while
Richard Rourke (who also plays
keys on the album) takes the
mic. Less likely is the cover of
Ariana Grande’s “Needy,” but it’s
compelling enough that the pop
queen might consider rounding
up a brass section. Another
guest vocalist, Beach Angel, is
featured on “Sweet Thing,” a
stripped-down jazz track you
could imagine hearing on a
Royal Street corner at almost
any point in the past century.
Otherwise it’s Dietsche on the
mic, trying to find love in a
world full of wayward women
and whiskey, making self-aware
lamentations such as, “When
we wake up she ain’t smilin’ no
more / Once she remembers
it’s me.” The album comes to a
powerful close with “Song 19,”
wherein a properly testifying
organ sets the stage for one last

HIGH
UNEARTHER
(ASHTRAY MONUMENT)
New Orleans’ HiGH reemerge
roughly a year from the debut
of their high-water mark third
LP, Out My Scope, and keep their
momentum intact here with
the release of the Unearther
EP. While the previous album
saw the band (guitarist Craig
Oubre, bassist Isidore Grisoli,
drummer Joshua White) start
to push their punk and indie
influences in new directions,
Unearther plays like a mixtape
with the only common
denominator being the names
on the credits. Seemingly free
from any restraint or unifying
theme, HiGH confidently pogoes
between disparate rhythms
and sounds. Things start firmly
in the band’s sweet spot with
“Tie Me Up,” a pop-punk ripper
with searing guitar leads. From
there, we get the breezy, reverbladen “Vacation,” followed by
the slow burn sludge of the title
track. The most interesting
moments of Unearther are saved
for last as “Day Off ” cranks the
tempo back up and delivers an
absolute earworm of a refrain
that contains a lyric that will
likely be relatable to many who
grew up in the area: “I’ve got a
lot of Catholic friends and we
feel very guilty.” HiGH then
closes things out with “Kick
Around,” built around deftlyplucked acoustic guitar played
incongruously over a building
squall of distortion. Catholic
guilt might not be the healthiest

If The Painted Hands’ first
record was a spaghetti western,
their sophomore album is a
sidecar ride through a slick
psychedelia inferno. Gloss finds
the garage glam locals’ highstrung live sound captured
better than most bands in their
class. Dylan James’ riffs snarl
hard on album opener “Follow
Me” under hi-volt howls from
Joey Goedtel (“Follow me /
Follow me / Follow me into the
void”) and a jittery drumbeat.
“Latex-Pop” creeps along with a
‘70s-metal sensibility, and even
less subtle allusions to “cocaine
for breakfast” (“And Xanax /
With your tea”). “Touch Me,” a
moany-groany standout smack
in the middle of the tracklist,
feels like the best kind of buried
lede. Any small-time, selfdescribed “glam” band runs the
risk of being way more style than
substance, but the ground under
Gloss feels solid. At just under
half an hour, the record lurches
by with eye-rolling abandon.
Everything, even the claymation
tooth extraction in the music
video for “Drawn & Quartered,”
does what it came to do and
gets out of town. Gloss is equal
parts bubblegum, Lone Ranger,
and cock-and-ball torture,
with enough sweet rock’n’roll
sadomasochism for all.
—K. Gauthreaux
PARQUET COURTS
SYMPATHY FOR LIFE
(ROUGH TRADE)
It’s been three years since
Parquet Courts’ last album, the
highly acclaimed Wide Awake!,
was released. In that time, the
band has undergone a musical
evolution of sorts. While
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their psychedelic garage punk
core remains firmly in place,
Sympathy for Life also embraces
their more experimental side.
The band utilizes synths and
improvised grooves more
than in their previous works,
citing the Talking Heads and
Primal Scream as influences.
Sympathy for Life opens with
“Walking at a Downtown Pace,”
an ode to the beauty that is
often missed in the hustle of
city life (“Fighting temptation,
walk at a downtown pace / And
treasure the crowds that once
made me act so annoyed”).
The sweeping, improvisational
“Plant Life” is like sonic ecstasy,
made for the very dance floors
that influenced its creation.
Despite the elements of joy in
these songs, there are serious
threads woven throughout. The
David Byrne-esque “Marathon
of Anger” is an ode to last year’s
Black Lives Matter protests, and
closing track “Pulcinella” is as
melancholy as it is hedonistic,
much like its namesake. But that
is much of the way of this reality
—recognizing the darkness
is necessary if we are to truly
embrace the joy. Sympathy for
Life is yet another triumph from
Parquet Courts, a disco punk tour
de force that calls you to both
dance and rail against the state of
the world. —Mary Beth Campbell
PRICKED
UNDO/REDO
(ASHTRAY MONUMENT)
UNDO/REDO, the debut EP
from New Orleans-based
Pricked, is a fast and dirty
collection of punk songs
reminiscent of The Stooges,
but with a hardcore bent. The
EP opens with “Stayed Awake”
which, with the first fuzzed-out
notes, leans full-throttle into
Pricked’s lyrically smart and
chaotic approach to punk rock.
Like so many of its predecessors,
UNDO/REDO is cathartic in its
noise, an aural manifestation
of emotion. This is a band with

an unfettered enthusiasm and
frank approach to their music,
and UNDO/REDO is all the
better for it. “Dead Air,” the
second (and standout) track,
is the most structured song on
the EP. Though it too descends
into a cacophonous splendor of
fuzz and distortion in the end,
it is more focused on melody
and rhythm and features a
heroic guitar solo to boot. The
remaining songs on the album
are pure, punked-out bliss, with
the no-nonsense “City Folk”
leading into the delicious chaos
of “Hysterical Blindness” and
“Thirsty.” Closer “Top Drawer”
finds the album melting in on
itself in a speedy fervor, ending
the EP just as it began, with
distortion and passion.
—Mary Beth Campbell

like “a Dallas Cowboys urn
to put your ashes in” and “a
crossbow in a family photo.”
Hartzman’s vocals can get a bit
buried in the imposing churn
of guitars but come to the fore
in quieter moments like “The
Burned Down Dairy Queen” and
the gorgeous country lament
“How Can You Live If You Can’t
Love How Can You If You Do.”
The latter is also a showpiece
for another component that
distinguishes the band from
its My Bloody Valentineworshipping peers: Chelmis’
lap steel. It adds an interesting
textural counter to Lenderman’s
thrashing distortion on the
rockers, and especially shines
when the rest of the band
ease back from their normal
torrent of noise, ensuring the
atmosphere doesn’t let up even
when the songs are allowed a
little room to breathe. Belying
the brief amount of time the
band has been together, Twin
Plagues is an impressive, fullyrealized work. —Will Hibert

VARIOUS ARTISTS
BACK UP: MEXICAN
TECNO POP 1980-1989
(DARK ENTRIES)
WEDNESDAY
TWIN PLAGUES
(ORINDAL)
Twin Plagues is the sophomore
effort from Asheville-based
indie rockers Wednesday.
Consisting of Karly Hartzman
(vocals/guitar), Jake Lenderman
(lead guitar), Xandy Chelmis
(lap steel guitar), Margo Schultz
(bass), and Alan Miller (drums),
Wednesday wear classic
shoegaze influences on their
sleeve but still manage to forge
the collection of songs here
into something wholly their
own. That unique character
mainly presents itself through
Hartzman’s evocative lyrics
that depict vivid fragments of
memories of small town life

When goth, new wave, and
post-punk music is discussed,
bands outside the U.S and U.K.
are often (unfairly) excluded or
underrepresented. Mexico, in
particular, had (and still has)
a rich and influential scene,
one that is celebrated in Dark
Entries’ latest compilation
Back Up: Mexican Tecno Pop
1980-1989. The artists and
songs selected for Back Up
are diverse in scope, spanning
dark goth to synth-drenched,
campy new wave. The album
opens with the dark wave track
“Pesadillas” by Avant Garde,
ethereal synths and punchy
drum machine creating a
layered and eerie atmosphere.
Década 2’s industrial “Alfabeto”
is a lamentation of the loss
experienced by their generation,
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while Volti’s “Corazón” is more
whimsical, steeped in Mexican
music traditions as much as
new wave. “Mundo Sin Viento”
by Artefacto is a dance track
reminiscent of U.S. groups like
Information Society, though it’s
still very much its own unique
entity, and the avant-garde “Cou
Cou Bazar” set the stage for the
global vaporwave movement
that was to come. Indeed, the
thread to modern movements,
including Latin freestyle in the
U.S. East Coast, runs directly
through these bands. Back
Up is a beautifully curated
compilation and an important
addition to the history of
modern music in Mexico and
beyond. —Mary Beth Campbell

XIRAN JAY ZHAO
IRON WIDOW
(PENGUIN RANDOM HOUSE)
The teenage Wu Zetian is
devastated when her older sister
leaves their childhood home
to enlist in the army and serve
as a pilot concubine—a woman
partnered with the exclusively
male pilots who control giant
machines in order to kill the
invading aliens known as
hunduns. When her sister is
killed by her pilot, Zetian enlists

Rob Landry
how I wrote the songs. A lot of those
bands make music that’s weird for
a reason you can’t really pinpoint,
and then when you think about it,
you realize “Oh, this is not in 4/4.”
But it doesn’t feel like it because the
drums aren’t sporadic or angular,
trying to copy the guitar.

I think where Strange Daisy is now
is pretty similar to where Com Rec
was when they first started. They
were a label of flunkies. They put
out the most dork-at-the-kids-table
bands in the beginning. We just got
with some serious acts recently,
but our initial inception was to put
out bands who no one else wanted
to put out, but who we thought
had something to contribute to

You said this album was five years
in the making, but I know you’ve
also got a million other things
going on with Strange Daisy.
Anything in the works that you’re
particularly excited about?
We just started working with People
Museum, and I’m really stoked on
their stuff. When we started Strange
Daisy, we had a certain threshold,
and I feel like by adding bands like
People Museum, we’ve raised the
bar; we’re putting out awesome shit.
We’ve also been buddying up with
Com Rec and some of their bands—
we did that comp [Works on Progress
Vol. 1 of music by BIPOC New
Orleans independent artists] with
them not too long ago. I’m excited
about the next Strange Daisy comp,
which we’re gonna be putting out on
vinyl, too.

the conversation of New Orleans
underground music. I think that
was the initial inception of Com Rec
as well, but then Greg [Rodrigue]
started putting out bands that were
kind of serious. There’s a lot of
bands that want you to put out their
record, but there are so many bands
and only two indie labels in the city.
You can’t put out everything. It’s
tough to draw that line in the sand,
but what we want to do at Strange
Daisy is make vinyl exclusively,
if possible, and that takes time
and money. Of course, there are
some acts that might not want to
put out vinyl that we still want to
work with. We just want to put out
music that we think is contributing
something unique, something we
haven’t heard before, to that New
Orleans conversation.

Where did you see Strange Daisy
in relation to Com Rec when y’all
started out, and how has that
relationship changed?

For more info on Mesopeak, check out
mesopeak.bandcamp.com; for more
info on Strange Daisy Records, check
out strangedaisy.com.

cont’d from pg. 33

to serve the same pilot—and
kill him in his sleep. So begins
Xiran Jay Zhao’s dazzling
and frenetic debut novel. The
story races from a highland
village to the capital city, from
glamorous photoshoots to
forests, in a world that draws
inspiration from imperial China
while its protagonists pilot
mechas (robot-weapons) with
their qi and watch their own
journey to war hero-stardom
on tablets. Inspired by the life
of the very real and ruthless
Empress Wu Zetian, Zhao’s
young adult sci-fi novel has
ceaseless and cinematic action,
while providing ample character
development and romance. The
love triangle becomes a powerthrouple. Need I say more? Go
read this book. —jesse lu baum
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work ethic and legacy in music,
revealing an applied synesthesia,
transferring one sensory
perception for another.
Synesthesia can be understood
metaphorically here, separate
from the neurological
phenomenon, and in keeping
with sensory-based experimental
works by early 20th century
abstract artists such as Wassily
Kandinsky. We can receive
George Clinton’s artwork in
relation to his music; a painting
can also be a song. Like his songs,
these paintings tell stories,
reflect values and culture, and
speak to the moment, sometimes
with a touch of cheek.

THE SYNESTHETICS OF FUNK

GEORGE CLINTON’S
FREE YOUR MIND
AT SPILLMAN | BLACKWELL
by Veronica Cross
The first solo exhibition of
visual art by architect of funk
George Clinton, Free Your Mind,
was on view during October.
Now 80 years of age, Clinton’s
achievements have spanned doowop harmonizing, songwriting,
producing, touring for decades
with Parliament Funkadelic (a.k.a.
P-Funk), multiple collaborations,
a solo career, and widespread
influence over hip-hop, rock,
and more. If an art show comes
as a surprise for such a seasoned
musician, consider the complex
optics Clinton developed to
convey the unique personae
and aims of his projects. George
Clinton’s realization of The
P-Funk Mothership—a spaceship
resembling a pyramid used in
performances—is the visual
metaphor for Afrofuturism’s
investment in liberation, science
fiction, and technology. And The
Mothership’s first ever landing was
here in New Orleans in 1976, so it’s
fitting that his art lands here again.
The bulk of the works in this
exhibition were created during
lockdown 2020 to 2021. With the

The painting Epistemological
Mayhem (2020), improvises
with visual melody along lines
of rhythm. As the title proposes,
this is the chaos ensuing from
conflicts of opinion vs. justifiable
belief, and it’s a loud, wailing
work. The screaming Black head
in this corporeal pandemonium
gives off Rashid Johnson meets
Francis Bacon vibes. Aerosol lines
bending back in on themselves
along an exploded Looney Tunes
ribcage are elegantly delineated
in charcoal. A suture runs along
bone, reminiscing on past injuries
not easily fixed.

P-Funk farewell tour postponed,
Clinton looked back at his
sketchbooks and got to work.
Gallery partners Leslie-Claire
Spillman and Amy Blackwell
selected 28 works from 200
paintings to exhibit in Free Your
Mind, later adding selections
from the artist’s sketchbook
from the ‘90s-on, which includes
collaborations with Overton
Loyd and Jona Cerwinski.

Clinton employs aerosol paint,
charcoal, acrylic, and pastels;
he uses collage in one painting
and in sketchbook works. Like
the aforementioned painting,
his use of spray paint with other
media is reminiscent of graf art
layered via multiple artists over
time, implying many voices and
intertextual communications.
This befits an artist so expert
in collaboration and complex
compositions.

Clinton, who is colorblind,
had been coached by Loyd,
the creator of the cover art for
Parliament’s Motor Booty Affair
and other projects for P-Funk.
Loyd suggested that Clinton
approach painting and drawing in
terms of “tones and values.” The
kaleidoscope of colors greeting
viewers in this exhibition was
therefore something Clinton
experienced differently. And in
a 2020 online conversation with
PAMM director Franklin Sirmans,
Clinton explained his process of
seeing and making as, “to rely on it
as a rhythm... the same way I make
music.” In this acknowledgment,
Clinton honors his profound

In 2020’s My Dog, the aerosol
paint outlines a dog-like neon
signage to an exclusive club.
Clinton’s dog motif is a nod to
his 1982 solo hit Atomic Dog and
is a signature motif. Rendered in
gray tones with white defining
lines, this inversion effect is
akin to night vision as seen
through video. The white dashes
animate, pulsing like Morse
code. This is a strategy used in
other works and the resultant
rhythmic geometries imply
weaving, not dissimilar to kente
cloth at times. With a teal dash
across one eye and three sides
of a square rendered in green
around the other, the dog takes
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on the demeanor of a cyborg.
Futuristic bow-wow.
The painting Alice in My
Fantasies (1999, pictured above),
borrows the title of a Funkadelic
song, employing a magazine
clipping of an alluring woman
onto which Clinton paints a
hybrid dog-human couple,
radiating from her head. Is
it an ideation of coupledom?
That song’s lyrics depict
some freakiness. Clinton pays
homage to neo-expressionism
and Jean-Michel Basquiat’s
signature crown, flexing his
own sophisticated paintpushing. The body of the entity
(serpent?) holding the unlikely
trio is built up of layers of acrylic
paint appearing as glitter in
complex iridescence, held down
by confident outlines.
From the sketchbooks, Untitled
No. 14 (possibly 2002) is a page
covered with text, character
studies, and doodles including
an old gangster, a peevish
dandy, a moody strutter in
vintage sweats, afroed folks
with puckering orifices, and
what appears to be Sly Stone
as a butterfly with a catcher’s
mitt. The composition conjures
multiple series by Basquiat of
famous athletes and musicians.
Sly is recognizable via his
signature hairline, mutton
chops, and distinctive mouth.
He was Clinton’s idol and years
later they toured together, Sly
opening for George. Scrawled
at the page’s top, “Black Weired
Muthus,” is both tribute and jive.
George Clinton’s exhibition of
paintings and attendant works
on paper from his sketchbooks
offer inroads to one of music’s
most unique and prolific minds.
You don’t have to already be a fan
of his music to enjoy the show
as his works clearly stand on
their own. The scheduling of the
exhibition is timely as to dovetail
with triennial multiplatform
exhibition Prospect.5’s mission
to create a polyvocal retelling
of histories. The Contemporary
Arts Center also presented a talk
with George Clinton and DJ Soul
Sister (Melissa Weber) during
the show’s timeline. If you didn’t
already know, the name of this
exhibition is taken from a title of
the Funkadelic album, “Free Your
Mind and Your Ass Will Follow.”
For more info on Free Your Mind,
check out spillmanblackwellart.com.
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RAISING
LOUISIANA
cont’d from pg. 12

talked for nearly three hours about
motherhood and how impossible it
could feel sometimes to get things
right. My mom’s illness and the
untreated depression that stemmed
from it caused a lot of damage to our
once unshakeable bond. But that
night, we were mother and daughter
again in the purest of ways.
She shared stories of her mothering
struggles with me and I shared
mine in turn. At the end of it all,
she looked me dead in the eyes and
said, “Erin, you are a good mother.”
There was no doubt in her voice. No
coddling. It was a factual statement,
delivered by the one person in the
universe who would never lie to me
about something like that. For one
last time before she left me, she gave
me what I needed most—a safe place.
This moment is so crystallized in my
mind that whenever the darkness
starts to creep in, I return to it for
sustenance and reassurance. It
became my mantra during Vincent’s
birth and remains the mantra of
every day of my mothering journey.
I am a good mother. All the broken
bits of me don’t change that.
I will continue to make mistakes.
I will yell. I will probably have
moments where I want to hit my
kids. If you see me in Costco and I
look like I’m about to pull my hair
out, just give me a nod of solidarity.
Our kids don’t need us to be perfect,
but they do need us to be present
and well. Below are some of the
resources I found most helpful in
healing my disordered thinking and
finding a healthier way to parent.
Therapy
I cannot stress highly enough
how important it is to find a good
therapist. If cost is a barrier, some
great sliding scale options can be
found locally at Jewish Family
Service of Greater New Orleans
( jfsneworleans.org), CrescentCare
(crescentcare.org), and Loyola
Center for Counseling and
Education (loyno.edu/lcce).

Dr. Becky Kennedy
@drbeckyatgoodinside
One of my favorite positive
parenting accounts to follow on
Instagram. Dr. Becky provides
tons of great tips free of charge and
actually shows you how to work
through scenarios that can arise
with kids from toddlers all the way
up to teens.
Big Little Feelings
@biglittlefeelings
Another great Instagram account
that’s focused on toddlers
specifically and how to navigate life
with a tiny person who possesses
zero emotional regulation.

AGAINST THE GRAIN
cont’d from pg. 21

of the grain elevator, is the Fee-FoLay Cafe, which Joy and her sister Jo
opened in 2019. It’s named after the
mysterious light that flickers over
the swamp, a favorite story of their
late grandmother. The cafe is a small
pink Creole cottage tucked under
a 300-year-old live oak tree at the
end of Alexis Court where they serve
pralines, T-cakes, and coffee. For
about half the lifespan of the live oak,
the recipe for the T-cakes, a.k.a. petits
gâteaux, has been in their family: a
hallmark of Joy and Jo’s great-great-

to know that we have pictures of
our great-great-grandparents,”
she says. “Me, being able to trace
my ancestry specifically back to a
plantation, you know, being able to
have access to documents—they’re
sales documents—but at least I have
that. And so many people, you know,
just that history is unknown to them.”
The history as she describes it is
edifying. “It’s making me feel more
complete,” Banner says. “Because I
think a lot of times, we’re still trying
to convince ourselves even as Black
Americans that we deserve to be
here, that it’s our right to be here, that

Janet Landsbury
janetlandsbury.com
From great books to a regular
podcast, Janet has this positive
parenting thing down. She comes
from an RIE (Resources for Infant
Educarers) background and is a
student of noted early childhood
educator Magda Gerber. Her biggest
cornerstone is advocating for the
treatment of children as unique
human beings worthy of respect.
Kids Eat in Color
kidseatincolor.com
If you’re like me, food and feeding
and the messes that accompany
it can be super triggering. As
someone who has always battled
against weight issues (and the
societal pressures that create them)
I want my boys to have a healthy
relationship with food. This site
has been a tremendous help for
understanding how to frame eating
in a way that is healthy and fun.
Curious Parenting
@curious.parenting
Another good Instagram account
that gives actionable advice in the
vein of “instead of this, say this.”
Easily applicable and helps you
recognize your own faulty patterns
as well as ways to fix them.

illustrations by Victoria Allen | @vs_illlustration

grandmother, Camelia Aubert Alexis,
who was a well-known midwife
in the region. Today, elders in the
community who she brought into the
world come to the cafe and enjoy the
cakes she would bring to the families
when she delivered their babies.

we’ve contributed, just as much if not
more than anybody, that our blood,
sweat and tears are in this land.
But when people don’t allow you to
acknowledge the land and dig into the
history of it all, they really are playing
with your sense of belonging.”

Next to the huge oak is a young
bottlebrush tree. The Banners
planted it in memory of their
ancestor, Anthony Brown, who
was sold from North Carolina to
the owners of Laura Plantation
in 1829. He is one of the Banners’
many not-so-distant relatives who
were enslaved on plantations in the
River Parishes. He was owned by six
different people by the time he was
21 years old.

Banner’s vision for her community
is one of restorative economic
progress. She wants to see an
economic analysis that studies small
business opportunities in the region,
something that has yet to be done.
Her vision is focused on a sense of
autonomy for communities, of taking
back an autonomy that was denied
during plantation days and continues
to be denied to communities that
are steamrolled by industrial forces.
On the other hand, the Port of South
Louisiana, which boasts a $14 billion
economic footprint across the River
Parishes, has a four-point mission
statement about foreign investment
and “resident industry” but makes
no mention of the people who call the
place home.

She can see the strength of her
family’s rootedness when Black
customers come into the cafe and see
the old photos of Banner’s relatives
displayed there. The reactions convey
the sheer power of this connection
to genealogy and is fueled by the fact
that many Black Americans have so
often been denied that connection.
“It means so much for them to see,
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Not in that Number
cont’d from pg. 15

Maybe I could make peace with
Winston if I gave up the idea
that the Saints are a kind of civic
institution. The organization
is under no illusions about
the transactional nature of its
business—why should I be?
My partner pointed out that,
whether I liked it or not, the
Saints’ quarterback would be
held up as a community leader.
He’s a household name, with
“New Orleans” appearing next
to his face on national television.
It’s a role Winston intends to
play: Referring to Brees’ turn
after Hurricane Katrina, he
said, “I would love to be able to
provide the excitement and joy
and resilience that he provided
for this city.”
Sexual assault accusations
against influential men come
with varying degrees of
certainty and severity, and
from various points in their
lives and careers—Winston’s
history isn’t as unambiguous
as Texans quarterback
Deshaun Watson’s, which
includes allegations of sexual
misconduct from 22 women
in 2020 and 2021. But there’s
one part of Winston’s record
I got stuck on: his countersuit
against Kinsman, which seeks
to refute her account point by
point, had nothing to say about
the bruises on her arms and
legs, which emerged after she
reported being restrained by an
unnamed assailant.

And here I am paying them
for a season ticket I’ve had
since 2006. Following the
NFL is an exercise in moral
accommodation, and I’ve looked
past off-the-field behavior by
Saints players before. Darren
Sharper, a key player in our
2009 Super Bowl run, is now
a convicted serial rapist. His
first known assaults came two
months after he retired, so, I
figured, they didn’t take any
shine off the Lombardi trophy
from the prior year. Brees is
a straight arrow, but I had to
compartmentalize his politics,
evident recently in a cheerful
family photo with professed
crotch-grabber Donald Trump
(26 accusers spanning 40
years), and his disparaging
mischaracterization of
Kaepernick’s protest (which he
later apologized for, awkwardly).
I felt differently about him but
was still all-in for the team.
The difference now might
be me: This spring I learned
that a prominent former New
Orleanian, author Blake Bailey,
reached the heights of the
literary world after allegedly
raping several women, including
someone I know. I had a visceral
reaction to that news, like
my partner did when she saw
Winston.

This isn’t to say Winston can’t
evolve and live a productive
life, but, taken with the groping
incident from his time in the
NFL, I hoped it would prevent
him from being celebrated,
again, as a public figure. As
a video of him playing catch
with a kid on his front lawn
racked up over a million views
on Twitter recently I stopped
holding my breath.

I’ve kept watching the Saints,
though I find myself less
maniacal than usual about wins
and losses. The lean, pre-Brees
years taught me to invest in the
ancillary joys of fandom—lacing
up black and gold Converse for
a long walk to the Dome, eating
friends’ cooking on a Sunday,
listening to the Saints remix of
“The Way I Live.” As I watch
Winston week after week and
everything around him operates
as usual, I can imagine giving
in to the excitement of a playoff
run, if we make one. But I’d give
that up if it meant he’d leave
town when his contract expires
at the end of the season.

The Saints have embraced
Winston and helped rehabilitate
his image, though they appear
willing to reject players based on
past personal conduct when it
suits them: They didn’t audition
former 49ers quarterback Colin
Kaepernick for the opening here.
His only disqualification was
protesting police violence and
racial injustice by kneeling during
the national anthem in 2016.

illustrations by Kallie Tiffau
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ADVERTISER DIRECTORY

These community-minded New Orleans businesses and organizations make ANTIGRAVITY possible.To show them
love is to show us love. Please check with businesses directly for up-to-date hours and COVID-19 protocols.

FOOD, DRINK & GROCERY
Mid City Pizza
Homemade sauces and dough
440 Banks St. 70119
6307 S. Miro St. 70125
midcitypizza.com
Molly’s Rise and Shine
Breakfast spot from the
Turkey and the Wolf people
2368 Magazine St. 70130
mollysriseandshine.com
New Orleans Food Co-op
Community-owned, local products, all natural
2372 St. Claude Ave. 70117
nolafood.coop
New Orleans Trap Kitchen
Commissary kitchen in Bywater hosting
pop-ups and the Bywater Sunday Market
instagram.com/notrapkitchen
Stein’s Market & Deli
Jewish-Italian deli, eclectic beer selection
2207 Magazine St. 70130
steinsdeli.com
Suis Generis
Food evolution, new menu weekly
3219 Burgundy St. 70117
suisgeneris.com
The Joint
Barbecue, sides and fixins, full-service bar
707 Mazant St. 70117
alwayssmokin.com
Turkey and the Wolf
Sandwiches, cocktails, and everything nice
739 Jackson Ave. 70130
turkeyandthewolf.com
COFFEE, TEA & JUICE
Coffee Science
We do it with science!
410 S. Broad Ave. 70119
facebook.com/coffeesciencenola
Euphorbia Kava Bar
Premium kava selection & herbal intoxicants
8726 Oak St. 70118
euphorbiakavabar.com
Fourth Wall Coffee
Tea drugs flowers books & wine
614 Gravier St. 70130
instagram.com/fourth.wall.coffee
HiVolt Coffee
Gluten-free, veg-friendly, catering
1829 Sophie Wright Pl. 70130
hivoltcoffee.com
Lovage New Orleans
All-day coffee shop and cafe serving
responsibly sourced fare
610 Carondelet St. 70130
acehotel.com/new-orleans/eat-drink

Sacred Grinds
The only cafe in Mid-City’s Necropolis
5055 Canal St. 70119
facebook.com/SacredGrinds
Whatever Coffee
Coffee pop-up and concierge for Stein’s Deli
2207 Magazine St. 70130
steinsdeli.com/home/coffee
Z’otz Cafe
Eclectic mom & pop cafe
8210 Oak St. 70118
zotzcafe.com
HEALTH & WELLNESS
Dynamo
Lady-owned, romantic boutique for every body
2001 St. Claude Ave. 70116
dynamotoys.com
Maypop Community Herb Shop
Herbs & concoctions from experienced,
community-minded herbalists
2701 St. Claude Ave. 70117
maypopherbshop.com
New Orleans Shaolin
Martial arts training in a
non-macho environment
3921 St. Claude Ave. 70117
nolashaolin.com

BOOKS / COMICS / MEDIA
Crescent City Comics
Comics, graphic novels, models,
gaming & more
3135 Calhoun St. 70125
4916 Freret St. 70115
crescentcitycomics.com
New Orleans Film Festival
Discovering, cultivating, and amplifying
diverse voices of filmmakers
neworleansﬁlmfestival.org
RECORDS / CDs / TAPES
Euclid Records
Two floors of new & used vinyl, tapes & CDs
3301 Chartres St. 70117
euclidnola.com
Domino Sound
Used & new vinyl specializing in reggae
& int’l music
2557 Bayou Rd. 70119
dominosoundrecords.com
DECOR, GIFTS, APPAREL
DNO
Dedicated to New Orleans
1101 First St. 70130
dno.la

Rosalie Botanicals
Medicinal herbs, extracts, spices
& local products
3201 Toulouse St. 70119
rosaliebotanicals.com
MUSEUMS & GALLERIES
The Bywater Museum of
Unnatural History
Oddities, dioramas & taxidermy
934 Montegut St. 70117
facebook.com/groups/
bywatermuseumofunnaturalhistory
Contemporary Arts Center
Multi-disciplinary arts center
900 Camp St. 70130
cacno.org
MERCH
Inferno Screen Printing
Full service screen printing & merchandise
infernomerchstore.com
MUSIC EQUIPMENT & REPAIR
JK Grooves Guitar Service
set-ups, fret work, bone nuts & saddles,
restorations, wiring, and more
739 Octavia St. 2nd ﬂoor 70115
jkgroovesguitar.com
Webb’s Bywater Music
New and used, sales and service
3217 Burgundy St. 70117

EKS Concepts
Brutalist glamour lingerie designed and
made in New Orleans
eksconcepts.com
Glitter Box N.O.
Handmade gifts & artful offerings by
woman and non-binary artists
1109 Royal St. 70116
glitterboxno.com

TOBACCO / CBD / VAPE
The Herb Import Company
Vitamins, herbal remedies, detox, spiritual
supplies, hookahs, pipes & vaporizers
5505 Canal St. 70119
712 Adams St. 70118
711 St. Peter St. 70116
herbimport.com
REAL ESTATE
Goldberg Realty
Shopping for a home shouldn’t be that hard
goldbergrealty.net
BARS & ENTERTAINMENT
Bar Redux
Neighborhood juke joint and restaurant
with live performances & art exhibitions
801 Poland Ave. 70117
facebook.com/BarRedux
Carnaval Lounge
Music, food, and drinks of New Orleans
and points south
2227 St. Claude Ave. 70117
carnavallounge.com
The Domino
Neighbohood bar, wine, games
3044 St. Claude Ave. 70117
facebook.com/thedominola
The Saint Bar & Lounge
Yes you left your card here.We open at 7
961 St Mary St. 70130
thesaintneworleans.com
Santos
French Quarter live rock’n’roll venue
1135 Decatur St. 70116
santosbar.com

Merchant House
Antiques, art, vintage & home decor market
1150 Magazine St. 70130
merchanthouse.co

Sea Cave Arcade
Arcade and restaurant located in the Bywater
3000 St. Claude Ave. 70117
facebook.com/seacavearcade

No Rules Fashion
Daring fashion in the heart of the Quarter
927 Royal St. 70116
norulesfashion.com

Three Keys
An intimate music venue housed inside
Ace Hotel New Orleans
600 Carondelet St. 70130
threekeysnola.com

BARBERS & SALONS
Factotum Barber
Tight cuts, close shaves and a slice of old
New Orleans
902 Piety St. 70117
factotumbarber.com
ART & DESIGN SERVICES
Bywater Fine Art Printing
Custom photo printing service for
photographers and visual artists
bywaterﬁneartprinting.com
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Twelve Mile Limit
Cocktails, cheap beer, Cuban-inspired food
500 S. Telemachus St. 70119
facebook.com/twelve.mile.limit
Winter Circle Productions
Progressive, unforgettable experiences
wintercircleproductions.com
WEB & TECH
C4 Tech & Design
Web and IT solutions for small businesses
and nonprofits
c4tech.com

With the appearance of the
Five of Pentacles, we could
feel as if we have been left
out, or even thrown out and
forgotten. What is going to be
tough right now is recognizing
which of our feelings and
perspectives are emanating
from realities in our lives
and which are the result of
experiences from the past.
Recent shocks and confusing
disappointments will manifest
in unexpected ways that might
not even make sense, so we
will need to rely on all of our
faculties and resources to
discern effectively. We need
material facts. Our general
feelings should certainly be
taken into consideration, but
hunches and gut feelings are
not especially reliable at this
time. Collect information and
perspective from others. Tell
people what you need from the
communications you request.
If you are not looking for
advice, let others know you just
want a springboard and maybe
some constructive questions to
help you best understand your
next moves. We will find the

sheer number of paradoxical
experiences bewildering at this
time. Avoid rash choices and
harsh words.
The King of Pentacles is as
solid as ever on his throne—
unfortunately, we are
confronted with the side of him
that is not much of a friend.

his next moves from greed. We
should expect him to play word
games and possibly even twist
the constructive criticism he is
receiving to sound as ludicrous
as possible. His choices will not
serve those who need better
from him, but there is a chance
he will create a crucible for
himself that will, in time, trap

We will find the sheer number
of paradoxical experiences
bewildering at this time. Avoid
rash choices and harsh words.
We can expect the worst from
him and should. He is likely to
express his sympathies and he
might even mean them, which
could put us off our guard. The
problem is, despite his capacity
to notice human suffering, he
cannot see how forfeiting his
personal gain would benefit
anyone and so he will choose

him in a conflict of interest with
his peers. Should the overall
conditions support legal action
against the king, this step could
be wise if for no other reason
than to block his strategy in
miles of red tape.
Seven of Cups means we will
continue to weigh our options
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and even make possibilities out
of illusions. We might choose
one thing and then another,
again and again, running our
mind in circles between choices
we don’t prefer or choices that
are not really choices at all.
Slow it down. We are confused
by the influence of the Five
of Pentacles and strained by
decisions handed down from the
King of Pentacles. These next
handful of weeks are best filled
with activities that will serve us
no matter what big choices we
make in the near future. There
is relief in settling the mind
around the knowledge that you
might well be making interim
choices and decisions that are
good enough for now. There is
relief in making connections
with those who know the pains
of the present and the past and
are willing to see what the future
has written on its wall, because
there really is power in numbers.
May our anxieties find solace in
dancing with one another to the
eternal beat of life. —Michelle
Embree (@Michelle-Embree);
illustration by Karla Rosas
(@karlinche__)

